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Junk foods are becoming a
mainstay for college students.
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Poised,
polished,
ready to
:throw
punches
Bush, McBride spar on
education, child welfare
in gubernatorial debate
JASON IRSAY
STAFF WRITER

In their first televised debate,
Republican governor Jeb Bush
spoke eloquently last Friday night
about bis accomplishments, while
Democratic
challenger
Bill
McBride portrayed Bush as a
leader who had fallen out-of-touch
with the state's residents.
Their responses to a series of
videotaped questions from various
Floridians allowed the two candidates to explain their contrasting
perceptions of F1orida' s present
condition and their different
PLEASE SEE

McBride ON 3

Short-tenn
loans along
time coming
Students still wait for
delayedfinancial aid,
emergency loans
\ ....

CHRIST_INE DELLERT
STAFF WRITER

Lana Williams, a graduate
student, has returned to see financial aid advisors in Millican Hall
eight times. By the seventh week
of the new semester, she still has
not received her financial aid loans
·
from the school.
She has applied for a federal
semester loan as well as shortterm loans, and is still waiting for
both to arrive.
'.'.As a grad student, this finan-
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Rte IX
KATRINA HAMMER
STAFF WRITER

Jeff Ruberg had to stay on
the mat. Ruberg, a junior, does not
know life without wrestling. It's in
his blood and he's going to wrestle
no matter what, he says. His drive
and ambition led to the creation in
2000 of the UCF wrestling club,
where Rubergserves as team captain.
Wrestling club coach Johnny
Rouse calls his team one of the
best in the nation, one that finished &-1 last season in competition with teams in the National
Collegiate Wrestling Association.
'We have the ability to compete at the NCAA level," he said,
"but no one will let us."
Ruberg and bis team can't
compete in the NCAA because
wrestling at UCF·is not an NCAAsanctioned sport. That's because,
in 1987, the university dropped its
wrestling program from the
NCAA ranks to comply with Title
IX
In 1972, Title IX legislation
equalized men's and women's
athletics in schools and universi, ties across the nation by yanking
funds from men's sports to support an equal number of women's
sports." The Intercollegiate
Athletics policy; established in
1979, continues to enforce that
equity at UCF and other universities
Thirty years later, legislators
are now considering restoring
funds to male athletics programs

One in 27 high school
girls competed in sports
prior to Trtle IX.

One in 2.5 high school
girls compete in sports
today.

JOE KALEITA

INSIDE

that were robbed of funds or eliminated altogether as result of the
federal mandate.
While every facet of gender
equality in education is protected
under Title IX - including student. health, housing, activities,
and financial assistance- athletic programs have been at the center of controversy for many years.
· Responding to that contro-

a

There are 3,714 more
women's teams on college ·
campuses than there were
in 1972.

versy, U.S. Secretary of Education
Rod Paige has launched a commission that will convene foll'
public meetings to hear from
experts, coaches, student athletes, parents and others on Title
IX between now and January.
The purpose of the commission is to learn how to do a better
job of enforcing a law that represents hope to so many .American

There are 989 more men's
teams on college campuses than there were in
1972.

· Safety Peter
_Sands pulls
down
Liberty's
Eugene
Goodman in
the first
quarter of
UCF's48-17
win atthe
Citrus Bowl
Saturday.

In 1972 there were 32.000
female college athletes.
Today there are over
151.000 female college
athletes on campuses in
the United States

. ...

athletes, he said
The equity policy has made
some kind of difference for everyone, said UCF history professor
Richard Crepeau.
''.At one level the story of Title
IX has been a success," he said
''.At the same time, there is considerable discontent from male athPLEASE SEE

Thirty-three percent of
total NCAA athletic budgets are spent on all
women's sports.

Legislation ON 6

Seventy percent of NCAA
men's athletic budget
goes to football and
basketball.

Extinguished
The Golden Knights defeated the
·Liberty Flames 48-17 in UCF's
home open er Saturday at the
Citrus Bowl, marking their first
win of the season.
Game Reeap

Game Coverage
· -SEE 14
-SEE 16 '

fee ON 4

· Like, ummm, they talk

I CFF

Title IX has increased the chances for women to participate in sports, like wome~'s softb~ll.

Football Notebook
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Filler words have become the basis for the English
language in the American cu lture.
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UCF FACT '
The Golden Knights took
home their first MAC

conference win againsr
Liberty on Saturday night.
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SHEYLA NIEVES

•

STAFF WRITER

SGA's Judicial Council disqualified
• three students last week from running in
the student senate elections, which begin
today; after ruling that the candidates
had failed to turn in necessary paper• work.
The students blame ambiguous rules
and SGA officials who gave out incorrect
• information that prevented them from
turning in the appropriate forms on time.
The Judicial Council declared

1

Jennifer Mattocks, Edward Bemiller and
. current SGA Sen. Shakeba Thomas ineligible after the three failed to sign a declaration of candidacy form. That form
legitimizes their candidacies and officially declares their intention to run for a
specific senate seat within their college.
The election commission originally
had approved the three students to run,
even though they had failed to sign that
paperwork.
Sen. Oren Falkowitz asked the
Judicial Council to re-examine the election commission's original vote to allow

students to run despite the fact that they
failed to complete their candidacy form .
"If you wait until the last minute,
there might be problems, you might forget to sign certain things, dot the I's and
cross the T's," said Falkowitz.
These candidates failed to complete
the necessary paperwork, and if they
were allowed to run for the election, they
would essentially be breaking the rules,
he said.
\Vhile senate election statutes
instruct students on the correct process
to declare their .candidacies, the statues

are written very vaguely and refer to the
declaration of candidacy form simply as
"thfr form."
Statutes also do not state that failure
to sign the form will bar students from
running in the senate elections.
Mattocks and Thomas are charging
that the Judicial Council violated their
right to participate in the election, and
claim that confusing and misleading
information from SGA's staff resulted in
their failure to sign the declaration of
PLEA$E SEE

SGA
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~ McBride.· pushes drug plan 'for seniors;

·Bush claims success creating tech jobs
•
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visions for the state's future.
Throughout the debate,
McBride addressed serious flaws
in education and child welfare
under Bush's governorship. Bush
illustrated McBride as ail uninformed and inexperienced politician several times during the
debate.
On education,
McBride
expressed support for a proposed
ballot amendment that would limit
class sizes; Bush opposed it.
McBride wants to pay teachers
more; Bush said he can't, at least
not if the class-size amendment
passes.
The candidates debated the
FCAT testing program, a standardized test used to evaluate schools in
Florida and determine how much
funding a school will receive from
the state based on student scores.
Bush firmly backs the FCAT testing, which was expanded under his
watch; McBride criticized the
FCAT, arguing that it should not
serve as the only test for evaluating
school performance.
McBride proposed a 5G-cent
tax on cigarettes that would help
him pay for the $1 billion that he
wants to put into education.
Bush is against raising taxes,
claiming that high tax increases
will choke off crucial services such
as welfare and Medicare.
Questioned about remedies
for
Florida's
embattled
Department of Children . and
Families (DCF), neither candidate
could offer solid answers.
Bush responded: "This is a
tough problem. We have 45,000
children in foster care. I think the
community-based initiatives are
the way to go. We still have a long
way to go. It's a hard job, but we
are on the ·right track"

Said McBride: ''What I would
do with the DCF is, I would roll up
my sleeves and get in there ... what
we need is a governor who will provide real leadership."
McBride attacked Bush's lax
concern for senior citizens' healthcare, and promised to make the
establishment of a
nationwide prescription
drug
plan for senior citizens his top priority.
Bush lauded
Florida's economMcBride
ic health.
"We led the
nation in job
growth through
August," he said.
'We have invested
significant money
in
information
technology jobs.
The reason why
we have job
Bush
growth is because
we have low
taxes."
McBride disputed Bush's
claim and called for education as a
key to building the state's economy.
Regarding the voting problems that plagued the ·Democratic
primary, Bush justified his actions
and attempted to deflect criticism.
''After the 2000 election we did
act. We've reformed our election
system. We've offered our assistance, but ultimately the responsibility falls with the local supervisors of elections," he said.
McBride said the voting problems on Sept. 10 were .a reflection
of Bush's poor leadership.
"We need· to make sure
between now and Nov. 5 that we
get it right, so that every vote
counts," said McBride.

Sorority rushes to register voters
KATRINA HAMMER
STAFF WRITER

With help from the
Orange County Supervisor of Elections Office,
Alpha Kappa Alpha
sorority will hold several .voter registration
kick-off parties this
week to register students and others for the
Nov. 5 general election
before the Oct. 7 deadline.
"We want people to
be in tune with the voting process," said Lucy
Colon, community outreach specialist at the
elections office.
The Orange County
elections office will have
a director at each event
to explain topics such as
absentee voting and the
requirement to declare
a party affiliation.
Information on polling
places also will be available.
The drive will allow students and other
residents of the community to ask any questions they have about the voter registration

process.
"We wanted to do
the voter registration
drive to target the community, not just UCF
students," said Alpha
Kappa Alpha sorority
member Angel Smith.
"The comm unity as a
whole needs to understand the importance of
voting."
-LUCY COLON
The ·Knight's Krossing Phase II clubhouse
will host a voter-registration event from 7 p.m.
to 9 p.m. today. The
Phase I clubhouse will
host another event from
7 p.m. to 9 p.m. Friday.
A variety of sponsors will be on site,
. including radio stations
~"" 95.3 and 94.5 FM, and
the UCF on-campus
radio station, WNSC.
T~rget will provide food
for the event.
"We're focusing on
. ·.
everyone," 's aid Smith
"Everyone has lost focus
and interest. We want to instill trust back
into---the system and let people know that
their votes count."

We want people
to be in tune with
the
. voting
process. -

The community
as a whole needs
to understand
the importance
of voting.

In their closing remarks,
McBride and Bush outlined their
ideas for Florida's future.
"Sometimes in all these campaigns, people throw things
around," said McBride. ''You can't
afford not to help our kids. We've
had four years of cutting and cut-

ting. · It's time to start investing
again."
Bush countered, 'We're on the
right track in this state."
Suggesting that McBride's
plans would reverse the state's
advances, Bush said, "I don't think
we should go back to the old way of

doing things."
The candidates will face off in
two more debates before the Nov. 5
election. Bush and McBride will
debate Oct. 15 on a radio broadcast, to be followed Oct. 22 with
a televised debate from the UCF
Student Union.
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$5 fee waived for some
sense of urgency in distributing the
money, he said.
"I think that they are using our
cial aid is funding my graduate money to make money for the
research project," said Williams, school," he said.
"This year it has seemed more
Junior Yvonne Breckon does
time-consuming and more incon- not believe that the additional sepvenient than any other past semes- arate service fee for these emerter."
gency loans is fair. She has decided
Like many students, Williams not take out a short-term loan.
was forced to
"If
the
take out shortschool is makterm
emering five dollars
gency loans to
for
every
pay for her
transaction ,
books, bills and
with 10,000
other personal
students
finances.
applying for
Financial aid
these emerofficials now
gency loans,
advise students
they are bringto apply for
ing in a lot of
short-term
money;" she
loans
while
said.
awaiting the
But for
arrival of their
many
· stuoverdue finandents, shortKATIE FLATI-l/ CFF
cial aid checks.
term loans are
Despite the $5 fee, students still resort
Many stuthe
only
to short term loans in the absence of
dents, already
option while
their financial aid checks this semester.
frustrated by
they are waitthe delays in
ing to receive
receiving their financial aid, are financial-aid checks.
angry because short-term loans
Senior Freddie Etienne is
are seeing delays as well, and have frustrated as well. He has been
a $5 service fee tacked on to each waiting for his $600 short-term
short-term loan. These delays are a loan since the second week in
result of the financial advisors' September.
lack of training and experience
"For me, the only real alternawith the new system, and clerical tive I have is to be patient and
errors in the computers that have wait," he said.
transferred mistakes to students'
Mary McKinney; executive
Polaris accounts and distorted director for financial aid, believes
financial-aid figures.
that short-term loans will fix the
Senior Trish Quigiey is a vic- problem.
tim of PeopleSoft's clerical errors.
"It is the only way for us to
When her Stafford Federal Loan address this issue," she said.
was delayed, Quigiey submitted
The money collected from the
her request for a short-term loan a $5 processing fee helps to cover the
week before the fall semester costs of fees that were waived for
began. Then she received her orig- certain students, such as those
inal loan before the short-term loan who turn in their federal aid papercame through.
work on time but have had to
Even so, the $600 amount of resort to applying for short-term
the short-term loan was deducted loans because they have · not
from her financial-aid check. She is received their federal assistance.
still waiting to see that money.
Students are allowed to take
"Six-hundred dollars is not a out multiple loans, with the maxi.lot of money in comparison to the mum short-term loan amount of
financial aid check I got, but $600. The loan money will later be
[when] you take out rent and other deducted from the student's finanexpenses, it adds up quickly," she cial-aid package. In the event that
said.
this deduction does not occur, stuOn average, students normal- dent are responsible for making
ly receive short-term loans within sure that their loans are repaid,
three days. Yet, for many students, said McKinney.
that has not been the case this
Students have until the end of
semester.
the semester to pay back their
Junior Amanda Barthle has short-term loans. If they negiect to
been waiting for two weeks for her do so, financial aid will place their
emergency loans.
student records on hold until the
"I keep going back and talking loans are repaid.
to financial aid, but they never give
To apply for a short-term loan,
me any solid answers as to when students must complete and return
I'm going to get my money," she an application to the Office of
said.
Student Financial Assistance.
The mandatory service fee on These funds cannot be used to pay
short-term loans has many sfu- for tuition - only books and students asking where their $5 bills dents' personal expenses.
are going and how much the school
"For most students the probis making off their loan fees.
lem is resolved," McKinney said.
Senior Scott McGuigan does "We have already dispersed
not believe that taking out a short- between $40 and $45 million in
term loan is an efficient alternative. financial aid, of which a substantial
The financial aid office has no amount is student loans."
FROM PAGE
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Salaries stink like
yesterday's trash
.

.

Custodial
workers
lowest paid
employees

f&

£,
!!<!'

JULIE MoNHEIM.

•

STAFF WRITER

They scrub toilets, sweep
floors and haul trash out of
buildings. Their unforgiving
work, late evening and early
morning hours earn these
employees about $13,400 a year
- about the same as a year of
tuition costs an out-of-state student atUCE
These underpaid employees aren't working in a thlrdworld country, they are working as custodians for UCE
Although UCF became a
substantially wealthier institution in the past five years, allocatingmillions for buildings like
the Recreation and Wellness
Center and five new parking
garages - structures which
have each cost the university
anywhere from $8 million to
$14 million to build - the median wage for custodians aver~s a little more than $6 an
hour.
Most of the lowest paying
institutions are in the Sout,
· according to a survey in The
Chronicle

of

Higher

Education. Among them are
some relatively wealthy private
institutions, such as the
University of Miami, ranked the
second-lowest paying university in the nation. The average
custodial worker there earns
$13,120 per year.
But UCF isn't much kinder
to its custodians. Custodians,
who are the lowest paid
employees at the university, will
earn only $280 more a year
than custodians at the
University of Miami - a salary
that falls below the federal
poverty level of $14,150 for a
family of three.
Locally, UCF's custodians
make less money than most
employees who work in restaurants or hotels.
At the open forum with
administrators on Sept. 18,
sophomore Joshua
Paul
Edmundson addressed administrators with the issue.
"I personally believe custodians deserve a lot more money
for
their work,"
said
Edmundson. "It's tim~ that people in this school and people in
this state realize that these cus-

KATIE FLATH/ CFF

Despite low wages and dirty work, this custodial engineer still smiles while she works.

todians bust their butts for a living, and quite often don't have
enough money to support themselves or their families.
''What they do is no less
noble than any other job."
The entire administrative
staff at UCF is committed to
improving employee salaries,
especially for custodians, but
blame budget constraints for
the low salaries of the 120 custodial workers the university
employs,
said
Richard
Paradise, director of the
Physical Plant.
Paradise said that the university has been working for
three years to enhance the
financial situation of the university's custodians.
About three years ago,
President John Hitt organized a
survey of salaries and devised a
way to enhance wages. Under
this program, custodial worker

salaries increased and custodians who work at UCF for at
least five years now earn
$15,000 - $16,000 a year.
"No university president
had ever done that before," said
Paradise. "He's the only one
who actually did something •
instead of waiting on the legislature."
·
UCF offers tuition reimbursement to all university
employees, including custodiians, and the Physical Plant
organizes computer service
programs, saiety sessions and
Engiisb/Spanish as a second
language courses for custodial
workers.
The university also supplies workers with the saiety
shoes, uniforms and tools that
they need to perform their jobs.
Building Services director

•
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The Office of Student Conduct
wishes to inform
s.t udents, faculty and staff of a

Public Hearing regarding
the proposed -changes to

The Golden Rule
pm
Tuesday, October 8, 2002
Millican Hall 360
2:00

KURT ISAACS I CFF

Some sports teams, like men's wrestling, must raise their own funds in order to compete outside of the NCAA.

Legislation robbed .funds
from men's athletics to
support women's. teams
FROM PAGE

•

Please contact the
Office of Student Conductwith questions
407-823-2851
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/ --osc

1

letes and from co~ervative politicians and ariti-feminists."
Many male athletes, like
Ruberg, who have experienced
the negative aspects of the gender-equity mandate firsthand,
say it is time to repeal the mandate.
"Being in wrestling, I have
seen the effects of Title IX more
than other sports," he said. "The
implementation of Title IX is done
in an improper way - hurting
men's sports just as much, if not
more, than helping women's
sports."
According to the NCAA, Title
IX does not require universities
and high schools to offer the
same sports programs for men
and women, nor does it require
equal amounts .of money be slated for each gender. Instead, it
stipulates that the athletic programs must meet the interests
and abilities of both men and
women.
For example, a university
does not require a school to fund
a women's football team simply
because it supports a men's football team. Rather, the mmersity
may offer another sport of
greater interest to women on that
campus.
But instead of adding more
women's sports, many schools
have chosen to drop men's sports
from their athletic programs .including wrestling, track and
field, tennis, swimming and even
baseball - in order ·to comply
with Title IX policy.
The intent of the current
Title IX regulation is fine, says
UCF athletics director Steve
Orsini. But he does not agree with
institutions that enforce the poll~
cy by eliminating certain men's
sports to uphold the mandate.
The equality policy, which
aims at enhancing opportunities
for women's athletics, has had a
much more significant impact on
men's athletics, said senior Erin

The implementation of
Title IX is done in an
•
improper
way hurting men's sports
just as much, if not
more, than helping
women's sports.
-JEFF RUB£R6
UCF Wrestling Club
Brown, vice president of the
water polo team, another club
sport atUCF
'1\s long as Title IX is in
effect, the men's team has little or
no chance of becoming a varsity
[NCAA] sport," said Brown.
Wrestling coach Rouse
thinks that Title IX has its positive impact.
"I think offering more opportunities for females is fabulous,
but offering fewer for men is stupid," he said. "Don't worry about
a percentage, just let people participate."
Regarding
percentage,
Rouse is referring to the caps
that are often placed on men's
sports under the equity policy. At
UCF, the men's wrestling club
allows no more than 30 members,
but the UCF women's crew club
has about 77 members.
Those who oppose Title IX
argue that dominant men's
sports, such as football and basketball, . continue to hurt minor
sports under the federal policy
because keeping extra players on
the roster for those sports elimi- ·
nates positions on other men's
teams.
Still others argue that col-

lege football is a money-maker
that generates dollars for other
sports, such as tennis, baseball
and soccer. As such, colleges and
universities around the nation
protect their football and basketball teams, which account for 70
percent of the expenses in the
NCAA budget for men's athletics.
The most pertinent matter
that Title IX brings to light is the
issue of segregating sports and
funding. A sport such as wo~en's
crew is classified and sponsored
through the UCF athletics program, vvhile the men's crew team
is classified as a club and supported by the university's student
government.
The men's crew team must
therefore pay dues each semester and complete hours of
fundraising, while the women's
expenses are covered by the
NCAA, said senior Keith Hester,
captain of the men's crew club.
"It's weird. You do the same
thing; you compete for the
school," he said. "It seems to me
that if there are men's clubs that
are sports, the goal would ultimately be to make them part of
the athletic department because
of the funding issue."

...
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Saturday, October S, 2002
from 2 - 6:00pm
Free Food, cold drinks, popcorn, balloons,
clowns, face painting, singing, health fair
~nd free groceries to the needy!!
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. MTV personality
. pushes absti~ence
· without preaching
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freshman Chris Harris
"I couldn't believe that
abortion thing - that was
Spitting rap lyrics at the crazy," he said. "Some of the
crowd with a ferocity that stuff she said really got to me.
matched that of any main- I think that everyone pubertystream hip-hop artist, Lakita age and up should have heard
Garth did not seem like the what she said tonight."
typical sex-education speaker.
An hour and a half
That's because she wasn't.
through Garth's guest appearGarth spoke to a group of ance, she had answered quesstudents about sex and rela- tions such as, "How do I tell
tionships, conveying her mes- my boyfriend that I want to
sage of abstinence and self- stop having sex?" and, "Are
control with a mix of humor, you really a virgin?"
wit and music last ·Thursday
Garth, who insists that
night in the Pegasus Ballroom, she really is a virgin, suggestA former Ms. Black ed that a female student speak
California,
Garth
has with her boyfriend about her
appeared on "Politically sexual reluctance and reasIncorrect with Bill Maher" and sured her that he would
MTV's "Sex in the '90s" series. accept it if he respected her.
Garth is also a recording artist
The question Garth said
who sings and raps.
she gets most often is why no
Growing up with several one tells students about abstibrothers and a single mother, nence as a practical decision
Garth saw how promiscuous for responsible sex.
"People want this inforsex destroyed her community.
At age 11, she decided she mation," she said. "They need
would remain a virgin. until it, and no one is telling them. I
marriage.
watched a program on MTV
"I saw the effects that called 'The Six Ways to Not
were being reaped and sowed Get Pregnant' and abstinence
in · our neighborhood, and I wasn't even mentioned. That's
wanted no part of it," said ridiculous."
Garth~
Garth addressed the femReligion had very little to inist movement's counterdo with her message, even effect it inadvertently
though Garth considers her- helped men more than it
improved conditions for
self a Christian.
Garth's
presentation, women.
While men were enjoying
sponsored by ROCK - ·
Rebuilding On a Conservative a lifestyle of free sex and no
Kornerstone - contained an commitment, the women's
assertion that is impossible to movement came along and
track down, but which she instead of raising the bar, the
nonetheless presented assfact: movement lowered the stanAmerican casualties in all the dard, so that no one was left to
wars that the nation has practice responsibility, she
fought to date are still less said.
than the number of abortions
Garth said: "Our parents
that occur in the United States were members of the sexual
revolution, and this generaevery year.
Garth's claim startled tion is really paying the price."

SGA elections open today

with candidate confusion
FROM PAGE 3

RENEE BEAUDETTE
STAFF WRITER

candidacy form.
"The purpose of the
Judicial Council by our
Constitution says that they're
supposed to uphold student
rights," · said SGA Vice
President Brian Kirlew. "I think
they didn't do that, and that's
wrong."
When requesting their first
hearing with the election commission, Mattocks and Thomas
argued that they turned in
other paperwork on time,
including the 50 student signatures that they are required to
submit from students who are
within their college .
Both
Mattocks
and
Thomas have requested that
they be allowed to run in the
senate elections because the
Judicial Council did not notify
the students of their hearing
date.
Neither Mattocks nor
Thomas attended the hearing
that disqualified them and
Bemiller from the elections
based on their negligent paperwork.
"I've just heard people

complaining how rules were
followed half-assed. They are
just vague statutes," said
Mattocks .
SGA
Chief
Justice
Christopher Polke said notice
of SGA's Judicial Council hearing was posted on the doors of
SGA's office and efforts were
made to get in contact with the
students.
The Judicial Council has
done a fair job of interpreting
SGA's rules and Constitution,
said SGA President Marco
Pena. Problems
students
encountered regarding how
their
information
was
processed is being worked out
by SGA, he said.
_
Falkowitz, who filed a petition for the Judicial Council to
disqualify the three candidates
based on their incorrect paperwork, also filed a petition on
behalf of Jaclyn Rivera asking
the council to grant her permission to change the senate seat
for which she was running.
Rivera originally signed up
to run for Seat 2 in the College
of Arts and Sciences, the same
seat Falkowitz seeks. She stated that she wanted to run for
Seat 7 instead.
Falkowitz said the two did

Jefferson.A.

LOF!S

student apartments

Home is
where your

FRIENDS are.
Individual leases
Free
washerI dryer
Free internet access
· Covered bas~etball pavillion
Free Cable with

HBO, MTV & ESPN

Lagoon style pool plaza with
Jacuzzi
Fully furnished apartment
homes
Fitness center with free weights

Amenities subject to change.

MIKE SUDOL I CFF

MTV's Lakita Garth spoke with students about the choices they have about sex.

not wish to run against one
another because . they are
friends.
Polke denied a hearing on
Rivera's matter, questioning
Falkowitz's -motives because
she did nofcontact the Judicial
Council on her own or give
written
perm1ss10n
for
Falkowitz to file a petition for
her. Her assignment to a new
senate seat would allow
Falkowitz to run unopposed. ·
Falkowitz said he would
have filed a petition regardless
of whether or not a candidate
was running against him. The
petition was simply to find out
whether a candidate was
allowed to change seats after
signing up for a different one_
Polke denied Falkowitz's
request based on Florida's
election statute that does not
allow a candidate to run for
more than one position at a
time.
If he had allowed Rivera to
switch to Seat 7, after she had
already 9-eclared her candidacy ·
for Seat 2, she would technically be running for both seats, he
stated in a written explanation.
Primary elections for SGA
Senate begin today and conclude on Oct. 2.
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Custodians
sacrifice better
pay for benefits,
job security

FROM PAGE

4

Brian Wormwood said that the
job security at UCF attracts and
retains a lot of employees.
'We offer them pretty good
job security," said Wormwood.
"During the budget cut that we
saw after 9/11, no one lost their
job and no one saw a decrease
in salacy."
.
"It's tempting for many of
our workers to apply at the
McDonald's across the street or

Paradise recommended
the Holiday Inn, but they might
loose their jobs quickly at any of launching a conscious effort to
reduce the university's electric
these places," Wormwood said.
"They also might not have bill of $500,000 a month as a way
to channel extra income to cusas good of benefits."
Edmundson acknowledgBs todians.
"If we could get people to
that although UCF is ·offeriilg
custodians some improved ben- turn off the lights and shut down
efits, improvements should be their computers and printers, it
· would probably save 2 or 3 permade statewide.
Paradise says there is a cent of that $500,000 a month,"
he said. "That's money that we
simpler solution.
"One thingthatwe can do is can use."
Nearly 58 percent of the
look at our costs and see if we
Physical Plant budget funds
can cut back some," he said.

TITLE VI: THE ELECTION STATUTES
Chapter 601 Definitions: (Defined, but not limtted to)

themselves.
X. Unauthorized by Candidate -Anything without a

• A. Active Campaigning ·Any display or distribution of
tangible items for a candidate/ticket for on elective
office of the student body
Authorized by Candidate - Candidates written
opprovol.
(. Auxiliary Organization -Any organization not
affiliated with UCF ond wtth esteemed community
prominence. (i.e. Shriner's, Kiwanis, League of
Women Voters)
D. Campaign Materials
1. Authorized · Any items approved by the Election
Commission, which contribute to o candidate's
campaign, including Electric Media.
2. Unauthorized -Any items not approved by the
Election Commission, which contribute to a
candidate's campaign, including Electronic
Media.
·
E. Campus Medio - Auniversity media wtth an
audience in excess of two thousand (2000}
students.
F. Contribution -Any service, goods or sum of money
donated to the candidate with the intent of
promoting or aiding the candidate in his/her
campaign.
G. Election Bulletin Board - Bulletin board containing
election information. The Election Commission shall
maintain the board in the Senate Workroom.
H. Election Period -Sholl start Monday of petitions
and end two (2) weeks after the last day of voting.
(For special elections, the Election Commission shall
define the election period no later than two (2)
school days ofter regular voling.)
I. Electronic Media -Any campaign publicity
transferred electronically.
J. Endorsement - To formally support a given
candioale or ticket.
K. Libel -Ameihod of defamation expressed by print,
writing, pictures or signs; any fo~e and
unprivileged publication that is injurious to the
reputation of another.
L Major Violation - ~ny violation that affects the
outcome of on election, repeated minor violations,
or blatant disregard, of election statutes.
M. Majority Vote - Minimum of fifty percent (50%)
plus one (1) of the votes/vole.
N..Materiol Fact - One which constitut;s the relevancy
of eligibility of a candidate/ticket for a particular
office.
0. Minor Violation -Any violation or oversight of
statutes that does not affect the outcome of on
election.
P. Partisan - Publicly staling approval or disapproval
of a candidate/ticket.
Q. Professional Service - Any service provided to o
candidate/ticket by an individual or organization,
which normally receives payment for this service.
R. School Doy - One (1 ) school day shall be
considered as any weekday, Monday through
Friday, in which al least one (1 ) doss is officially
scheduled. '
S. Semesters - Fall, Spring, and Summer, witn
attendance in any or all Summer terms bei ~g
counted as no more that one (1) semester.
T. Slander - Oral defamation; the speaking of fol~e or
malicious words concerning another, whereby injury
results to his reputotioil.
U. Tangible Items - Anylh!ng inanimate that may be
seen or touched, which infers that a candidate/
ticket intends to run for on elected Student
Government office.
V. Third Parties -Individuals or organizations other
than the candidate/ticket themselves.
W. Third Party Advertising - Solicited or unsolicited
support for a candidate/ticket by on organization
or individual other than the candidate/ticket

s:

candidates written approval. •
Y. Week -Any calendar week containing at least one
(l) school day (Monday ·Friday).

Chapter 602 The Election Commission
· 602.1 Membership: The Election Commission's
membership shall be composed of nine (9) students
from the University of Central Florida. The Supervisor
of Elections will hove served as on Elections
Commissioner al UCF for a minimum of one
election period.
A. The Supervisor of.Elections, an Assistant Supervisor
of Elections, and three (3) Commissioners
(members) sholl be appointed three (3) Senate
meetings prior lo the.Foll Semester. The
remainder must be confirmed one (1) week prior
to the start of active campaigning.
B. Commission members may not hold any other
elected or appointed Student Government positions.
C. Commission memQers' terms of office shall run for
one (l ) year from the date on which they are con
firmed. Commissioners shall hold office for a
maximum of three (3) terms.
602.2 Duties of the Supervisor of Elections:
A. Shall maintain a Campaign Expense Statement
Notebook of oll candidates' Campaign Expense
Statements, to be used as a public record.
B. Shall not be actively identified with ony candidate
or campaign for elective office, nor act in any
partisan manner during membership on the
Election Commission.
C. Shall post on the SGA Bulletin Boord, all election
results no later than 12:00 p.m. on the afternoon
following the elections.
D. Sholl submit a list of problems, solutions, or
possible changes to the Election Statutes within two
(2) weeks following each election to the Elections
and Appointments Committee.
E. Shall maintain a notebook containing all pertinent
information related to violations of the Election
Statutes. This notebook shall include, but not be
limited lo: notices of violations; fines levied; actions
taken; Judicial Council decisions; and all material
relevant to reaching these decisions. Each piece of
documentation pertaining to violations shall be
signed and doted, with the lime noted by the
Supervisor of Elections.
F. Sholl be responsible for submitting a typed report lo
the Student Senate at each Senate meeting
throughout the election period. Failure to make a
report lo the Senate two (2) limes during on
election period will result in the automatic dismissal
of the Supervisor of Elections.
G. Shall be responsible for submitting a memorandum
lo the Student Body President, if Commission
members ore not completing the duties assigned
in 602.3.
H. If the Supervisor of Elections is dismissed by the
Student Senate or by the appellate process or
resigns voluntarily during an election period, the
Assistant Supervisor of Elections shall assume the
responsibilities of the Supervisor of Elections, and
an Assistant Supervisor of Elections shall be elected
from ond by the Election Commission.
602.3 Duties of the Election Commissioners: The
Supervisor of Elections shall supervise and direct the
Election Commission. They:
A. Sholl not be actively identified with any candidate
or campaign for elective office, nor act in any
partisan manner during membership on the
Election Commission.
B. May only establish polling places in the following
locations unless otherwise approved by the Senate
in Resolution form:
l. In front of the Student Union (South Side).
2. At all branch campuses, in the oreo of the
Student Lounge.
C. Shall make arrangements for voting moleriuls for
the elections. It shall arrange for other such things
as required for the proper, efficient, impartial, and
legal completion of the elections.

D. Sholl procure and compile a concise report of all
requirem.ents and regulations in refer'ence to
posting of tangible campaigning on the entire
University of Central Florido Campus(es). The
Election Commission shall also distribute this report
at the lime of Petition pick-up.
E. Each Commissioner shall maintain office hours on
the Election Bulletin Boord for each day of the
election period.
1. The Main Campus Election Commission office
location shall be provided for under the direction
and agreement between the Student Body
President, Student Body Vice President and the
Student Senate President Pro Tempore, upon the
approval of Senate. Office hours shall be
maintained by at least one (1 ) Commissioner from
the hours ·of 9:00 o.m. to 5 p.m., Monda'! through
Friday.
2. All area campus questions concerning elections shall
be redirected ta the main campus.
F. Sholl acknowledge and record the quantity of all
authorized compoign materials before such
· materials ore posted by the candidates/tickets.
The Election Commission shall keep on accurate
representation of any campaign materials.
G. Sholl be responsible for checking the campus
everyday for any unauthorized campaign !'laleriols
during the period between the day before the start
of Active Campaigning ond the day ofter the
completion of elections.
H. Sholl make arrangement for the removal and
record all unauthorized campaign materials
immediate~ ond initiate appropriate action to fulfill
the requirements of these Election Statutes.
I. Sholl notify all campus media of the results of the
election (in memorandum form) wtthin twenty-four
(24) hours of the confirmation of the election results.
J. Shall conduct three (3) meetings, at varying times,
to explain the Election Statutes, and to answer
questions concerning them, for all candidates/
tickets - one (1) before Petition of Candidacy , and
one (l ) ofter Petition of Candidacy.
K. Sholl send a copy of the Election Statutes to all
campus medio notifying them that these statutes
will be used in the upcoming election, before the
end of Declorotion of Candidacy.
L. Shall procure a canopy large enough to provide a
protective covering for those voting in front of the
Student Union.
M. Sholl procure posters, which will be displayed in
each building in which classes are held, and shall
advertise in oll campus media information
regarding elections. These advertisements shall
begin with the first issue published by the campus
media for the Spring semester, and on (1l week
before petitions become available for the Foll
semester. These shall contain the total expense
limits for each candidate. Information concerning
the Pemion of Candidacy Forms shall begin at least
ten (TO) days prior to all elections, and shall
include the dote, lime, place of voling, offices to be
elected, and when Declaration of Candidacy ends.
N. Shall by 5:00 p.m. on the Thursday prior to the
election, organize, publicize ond toke all
r.esponsibilities of establishing a Candidate Forum
(open lo all students), and determining where the
forum will be held (in a large-capacity oreo).
0. Shall notify the tickets and oll campus media of the
date, time and place of Candidate Forum by the
first (l st) school day oher the Declaration of
Candidacy ends.
P. Shall not specify rules or procedures in addttion lo
the Election Statutes, unless the Sen9te has
approved them in Resolution form.
Q. Shall be responsible for advertising the Spring
Election in the campus media three (3) weeks
before the end of the Foll semester.
R. Sholl submit a letter of resignation to the Student
Body President and the Supervisor of Elections, in
case of v~luntary resignation.
602.4 Duties of the Director of Student Government
Support Services
A. Sholl check the qualifications of all candidates, and
shall post the names of those qualified lo hold
office, on the Election Bulletin Boord, with one (1)
school day after the end of Declaration of
Candidacy. There shall be two (2) additional school

days in which those candidates/tickets who are not
qualified may clear up questions of qualifications.
602.5

Removal of Election Commission Members

A. The Elections and Appointments Committee shall
meet and determine ii on Election Commissioner
may hove violated the Election Statutes.
B. If the Elections and Appointments Commtttee
decides that on Election Commission Member(s)
may hove committed a major/minor violation of
Election Statutes, it shall notify the Student Senate
in writing by the next Senate meeting following the
committee action.
(. At the recommendation of the Elections and
Appointment Committee, the Student Senate may
remove any member of the Elections Commission
by 2/3 vote.
D. All Election Commissioners must be mode owor"e
that they are liable to have partial or all moneys
withheld from their final paychecks based on the
dismissal clause for violating the Student Government
Election Statutes or the Constitution of the Student
Body of the Universtty of Central Florido at any time
during their term as on Election Commissioner.
E. In the case of the removal of an Election
Commission member, on appeal by an Election
Commissioner to the Judicial Council, shall be
submitted, in the form of a typed letter and signed
in ink, within forty-eight (48) hours of the Student
Senate's decision. The appeal shall be delivered lo
the Chief Justice.
Chapter 603 Election Funding
A. Sufficient funds shall be available for the election
process from the Student Government Elections Account.
B. The Election Commission's hourly wage and weekly
hour limit shall be specified in the Activity and
Service Fee Budget, as a port of the Student
Government Elections Account.
1. The Election Commissioners shall not be paid their
final paychecks until all the duties have been
determined fulfilled (by the Student Body President).

salary and benefits for employees while 30 percent is used for
utilities, and the remaining
money funds materials and supplies.
Paradise said he welcomed
Edmundson's concerns. "It's
really very heartening to know
that students care about custodial wages," said Paradise.
"They [custodians] do a
wouderful job," he said.
"They're dedicated, loyal and
committed to serving this institution."

shall be running mates, therefore forming oticket.
The Presidential ticket must file a Petition form with
the signatures of four hundred ond fifty (450)
students currently enrolled at the University of
Central Florido.
2. Petitions may be obtained from the Student
Government Senate Secretary no earlier than
9:00 o.m. on the first (1st) Monday of the third
(3rd) week of the Spring semester. The Petition
will be turned in at the time of the candidate's
declaration of candidacy.
3. Declaration of Candidacy for Spring elections shall
be during the fourth (4th) week of the Spring
semester, and shall toke place between 9:00 o.m.
and 5:00 p.m. Monday through Thursday.
4. The Student Government Senate Secretory shall
sign and date the form "received." The
candidate/ticket shall complete, sign and
dote this form.
5. The Student Government Senate Secretory shall
immediately po~ the Declaration on the Election
Bulletin Boord and send by facsimile to the area
campus Student Governments.
6. Active Campaigning shall not begin before
9:00 o.m. on the first (l st) day of the sixth
(6th) week.
Chapter 605 Election Procedures
605.1 Election Code of Ethics
A. No candidate/ticket shall misrepresent any
material fact in campaign material or in
campaigning in any form.
B. No candidate/ticket or individual may perjure
himself before the Elections Commission.
C. No candidate/ticket or individual may misrepresent
any campaign material as being the material of
any candidate/ticket other thon themselves.
D. No candidate/ticket shall condone or authorize the
destruction or theft of campaign material of
another candidate.·
E. No candidate/ticket shall commit slander or libel.
F. No candidate/ticket shall commtt or attempt
o bribe.

Chapter 604 Candidates
605.2 Active Campaigning
All candidates for Student Government positions must
meet the minimum requirements set forth in Title X:
Installation and Eligibility Requirements.
604. J A. Foll Elections
1. Candidates must file o Petition
a. Candidates for colleges must have fifty (50) sig
natures (from students currently enrolled in
his/her college)
b. Candidates for and Undeclared position at the Main
Campus must hove twenty five (25) signatures
from students with undecided majors. The
signatures on the Petition form must be from
students enrolled at the Main Campus.
c. Candidates for At-Lorge positions at area campuses
must have at least twenty five (25) signatures on
the Petition Form. The signatures on the Petition
form must be from students enrolled of the
respective area campus.
2. Petitions may be obtained from the Senate
Secretory no earlier than 9:00 a.m. on the first
(l st) school day of the third (3rd) week of the Foll
semester, and will be turned in at the lime of the
candidate's declaration of candidacy.
3. Declaration of Candidacy will toke place during the
fourth (4th) week of the Foll-semester. Declaration
of Candidacy will run from 9:00 a.m. until 5:00
p.m. Monday through Wednesday. The Semite
Secretory, or his/her designee, shall sign and dote
the form "received." The candidate shall complete,
sign ond dote the form. The form shall contain a
"Candidate Expense Disclosure Statement."
4. The Senate Secretary shall immediately post and
send by facsimile to the area campus Student
Government, the declaration and seat number of
the candidates filing for office on the Election
Bulletin Boord, located in the Senate Work Room,
lo be officially posted up al 5:00 p.m.
5. Active campaigning shall not begin before
8:00 o.m. on the first (lst) day of the week
following Declaration of Candidacy.
B. Spring Elections (Presidential)
1. The Student Body Presidential Candidate, the
Student Body Vice Presidential Candidate and the
Vice President for the Executive Branch Candidate

A. All campaign materials, includiQg candidate web
sttes, must be registered with the Election Commission,
and must conform lo the report med in 602.3 E.
B. Distributors of campaign materials ore restricted in
the following ways:
1. No campaign material will be distributed in the
residence halls or by sliding said material under
the door.
2. No distribution of campaign material will be
permitted in the residence halls before
11 :00 o.m. or after 9:00 p.m.
3. No campaign material will be distributed wtthin:
o. The University designee Computer lobs,
except Student Government officially
approved Electronic Media;
b. The Library, Bookstore (does not include
said breezeway);
c. Classrooms;
d. Inside the Student Union Building, including
gated patio areas;
e. The Election tent boundaries.
C. Candidates may not devise a name, which will
associate them with another candidate.
605.3 Electronic Media ·
A. At the beginning of all Electronic Messages, the
following shall appear: "This message shall not
be forwarded."
B. On all Electronic Messages, the dote and name
of the Election Commissioner who approved the
message shall appear at the bottom.
C. All Electronic Media shall adhere lo all election
statutes.
605.4 Election Times
A. Foll Elections shall be held the sixth (6th) week of the
semester and Spring flections shall be held the
seventh (7th) week of the semester.
B. Election times will commence at 8:00 o.m. on Monday
and will continue through 5:00 p.m. Wednesday,
noting that Polaris shuts down everyday
for maintenance.
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Police short-circuit protest
WASHINGTON-Phalanxes of police
arrested more than 600 anti-globalization a_ctivists Friday as finance officials
., from around the world. gathered to
address the needs of thell: increasingly
intertwined economies.
As officers in riot gear clashed with
• hooded activists in the streets, advocates
of poor countries assailed the policies of
the rich inside the barricaded quarters of
the International Monetary Fund and
0
World Bank.
The two institutions have become
lightning rods for public discontent about

News• 9

National Briefs

•·

the increasing flow of goods, services,
investments and jobs across national
borders. Hundreds of advocacy groups
have found common cause in their opposition to the forces of globalization.
The Anti-Capitalist Convergence, a
group that advocates confrontational
protest tactics, organized Friday's shortlived effort to shut down the nation's capital.
Hundreds of activists heeded t1fe

call.
Also arrested were several ·journalists and Greenpeace executive director
John Passacantando.
"They had no business in the street,"
said Metropolitan Police Chief Charles
Ramsey. "You can't just take over
Pennsylvania Avenue. We took the action
that was appropriate."
No demonstrators or police officers
were seriously injured, Ramsey said.

A two-deep line of police officers
penned in the protesters, cuffed them
with plastic tie-bands and herded them
into a bus for their trip to central processing.
The financial woes of the developing
world are expected to be a central theme
of this weekend's meetings. Global financiers are under pressure to help
Argentina find a way out of its economic
morass and .to ensure ,that Brazil does
not experience a similar fate. They are
being asked to deepen their commitment
to Third World debt relief and other
poverty-reduction programs.

•

•
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TITLE VI: THE ELECTION STATUTES
C. Elections will run from 10:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. for the
Student Union Tent.
D. ARun Off Election will occur, the week following
posting of the Election results, between the two 121
candidates/tickets receiving the most votes (providing
no candidote or ticket received a majority of
votes cast).

605.5 All Special Elections will follow these same Election
Stotutes, unless otherwise stoled herein.

'
A. ASpecial Election will occur if the winning
candidote/licke1 is disqualified. If !here is on~ one
(l) candidote in a Special Election, no election will be
necessary.
B. On~ qualified candidotes/lickets·who ran in the
Primary Election, including write-in candidotes/lickets,
wi11 be placed on the New Election bollot.
(. There will be no new ~e-in candidotes/lickets for
New Elections.
D.ANew Election will be held a! least one (I) week
following the end of the appellote process, but no
more than 1wo (2) weeks ofter the end of the
appellote process.

605.6 All New Elections wiU follow these same Election
Stotutes, unless otherwise stoled herein.

•

A. ANew Election will occur ~ the race is "invalidated" by
the Judicial Council. If there is on~ one (1) candidote
in the New Election, no election is necessary.
B. Only qualified candidotes/tickets who ran in the
' P.rimary Election, including write-in candidotes/lickets,
will be placed on the New Election Ballot.
(.There will be no new write-in condidotes for
New Elections.
D. ANew Election will be held a! least one (1) week
· following the end of the oppellote process, but no
more than two (2) weeks ofter the end of the
appellote process.

605.7 Voting
A. All students shall be eligible to vote for one (1) ticket
during the Spring Electfon.
B. All students shall be eligible to vote for the
representative(s) of their College and if eligible Area
Campus representative during the Fall Election.
(. Any student with a double major shall be eligible lo
vote under on~ one of his/her registered majors.
D. Al all voling places, there shall be detailed instructions
on how lo vote.

•

605.8 Wrtte-in Candidotes
A. Wri1e~n Candidates names will not be placed on
ballots.
B. Al! wri1e-in candidotes must complete the same
paperwork 1ho1 other candidotes must file except
for the petition.

605.9 Balloting
A. lhe Supervisor of Elections, the Director of Student
Government Support Services, must be presen1 al the
tabulation of results.
B. Each candidote/licket, aher the official ballot counting,
may coll for orecount of votes, al which time he/she
may be present.
(. No ballot shall be disqualified if the voter's intentions
ore detennined "legal" and "clear" by the Election Commis.sion.

605.l 0 Election Contingency Plan
In case of a campus emergency which may impede the
voting process, the Student Body President may, upon
consuhotion with the Supervisor of Elections , suspend or
delay and election and reschedule tt within seven (7)
days aher the suspended or delayed election or as soon
thereafter as practicable. In the event of an election suspension or delay, the new election times will be properly
advertised through student media and posted on the

Election Bulletin Boord.

605.1 l Third Porty Campaigning and-Support
A. The candidote/licket is not responsible for
unauthorized verbol, written or physical campaigning
by third parties.
B. Guidelines on organizations:
l. Only registered clubs and organizatio~ con endorse
and/or support a candidate/ticket.
2. dubs and organizotions tho! choose to campaign,
support and/or endorse candidotes/lickets are
subject to all guidelines in these Stotutes and the
UCF Golden Rule, including, but not limtted lo,
slander and libel douses.
(. lndividuak thot choose to campaign, support and/or
endorse a candidote/ticket are subject to all guidetrnes
in the Stotutes and the UCF Golden Rule, including, but
not limtted to, ~under and libel douses.
Chapter 606

Campaign Expense Stotement

A. Spring Campa~n Expense Statements must be
received in the Senate Seaetory's Office, and Fall
Campaign Expense Stotements must be received by
the Senote Secretary's Office no loter than 5:00 p.m.
on the doy ofter the end of voting, and bear the lime
of delivery and the initials of the appropriate
Secretary.
B. Campaign Expense Stotemenls must be turned in
regardless of the amount of money spent (even
SO.OOJ.
.
(. Campaign rnoterial in support of the condidote/ticket
will be considered in his/her/their Campa~n Expense
S1otement,
D. No condidote may accept free publicity from any
medi<i, which does no1 offer the same service(s) to the
other candidotes for the same office, in writing, two
(2) days before the media's deadline.
E. The Campaign Expense Stolement, which must be
signed by the Candidote oltesting 1o its validity, shall
indude on ttemizecl list of all Campaign Expenses and
Contributions, including:
l . Any physical moleriak used,
2. Any rented or loaned equipment,
3. Anyone hired for, or giving lime for professional
service,.
4. Refreshments used for campaign purposes.
EIf discounts, loaned equipment, donoted materiab,
refreshments, or professional services given free are
not offered to all candidates in advance, hy posting in
written form on the Election Bulletin Boord, forty.eight
(48) hours prior to Declaration of Candidacy, they
must be listed at fair market value and added to the
total expendttures. This does not include tte~ tho!
were purc~ased al a reduced cost while on sale to the
general public.
G. All ttems listed on the Compoign Expense Stotement
shall be accompanied by the original receipt or same
validation of the fair market value. All receipts will
include the name and phone number of the business
from which the ttem(s) or service(s) were purchased_
If a receipt is no1 available, on estimate must be
included with the Campaign Expense Statement. h
may be etther a listing of the ttem in a rurrent catalog
from a reputable company, or a written estimole
-- colllaining: an exact breakdown of 1he ttem(s) or
service(s), the price of the described ttem(s) or
service(s), the name and phone number of the
business, and the signoture of the person making
the estimole.
H.lhe fair marke1 value of a professional service shall
be 1he nannal wage, which the person receives when
. providing this service. This wage must be
documented: the pay role, business name and phone
number must be supplied.
I. Any destroyed moterial may be replaced without
additional entries lo the candidote's Campaign
Expense Stotemenl.
J. Senolarial candidotes who campaign together on the
same campaign moteriab may claim the cost of these
moleriak in proportion 1a an equal division among
themselves.
Chapter 607

Violations

A. All candidates must be made OW11re tho! they are
liable to be fined for violoting The UCF Golden Rule,
lhe Student Government Elections Statutes, The
Constitution of the Studem Body of the University of

Central Aorida ond The Student Body Stotutes.
B. All campaign moteriak must be removed from the ·
campus by 12:00 p.m. on Monday of the week
following the final doy of voling, by the
condidote/licket. Failure to do so will resuh in o
twenty dollar ($20.00) fine being levied by the
Election Commission.
,
(. lhe Election Commission shall meet and determine if a
candidote/ticket violoted the Election Stotutes, and
shall charge any candidote/licke1 tho! violotes the
Election Stotutes with o mojor minor violation. These
steps shall be taken immediotely following a report
alleging that a caooidote/ticke1 "has violoted the
Election Stotutes.
I. If the Election Commission charges the candidate/
ticket with o minor violation, tt moy acces.s afive lo
twenty dollor ($5-$20) fine (depending upon the
severity of the offense), by-a majority vote of the
Commis.sion, for each violation.
2. If the Election Commission feels tho! a
candidate/tidcet has committed o major violation,
then tt shall both notify the Judiciol Council ond the
candidate/ticket in writing within 24 hours of its
decision.
D. All fines must be paid to the Cashier who wt11 then
deposit them into the Student Government Elections
Account and issue a re<eipt 1o the offender as well as
to the Director of Student Government Support
Services. ·
E. Fines shall not be counted towards Expense Limit nor
registered on the Campaign Expense Statement.
E Fa~ure 10 appeal o fine within two (2) school days or
to pay fine within 1en (I 0) school days of posting ot
the end of the appellate proces.s wt11 resuh in the
condidote's/ticket's disquolmcation. There shall be o
forty-eight (48) hour gruce period for the payment of
fines under appeal. This grace period shall begin
when the appeak process has finished.
G. If the Election Commission feek tho! ocandidate/
ticket has committed a mojor violation, then tt shall
notify the Judiciol Council in writing, by 5:00 p.m. on
the Monday following the public posting of the
election results.
H. lhe Election Comm• shall determine whether the
sum of all violations equak a mojor or minor violation.
Chapter 608

Contestments/Appeak

A. Any contestment/appeal of o campaign, Election
Commission decision, or an election by a
candidote/ticket shall be submitted in the fonn of a
typewritten letter and signed in ink. This letter of
contestment shall be hand-delivered to the Director of
Student Government Support Services, as well as a
copy 10 the Chief Jiistice and the Supervisor of
Elections, no toter 1han 5:00 p.m. on the Wednesday
following public posting of election results.
B. The Election Commission shall review all appeak ond
formulote a decision within one (I ) week based on the
case presented. This decision moy be further
appealed lo the Judi<ial Council. If the appeal of ony
candidate/ticket is based upon direct action of the
Election Commission, tt shall be reviewed by the
Judicial Couno1 and bypass the Election Cammis.sion.
(. Notification of action with due cause must be
presented lo the candidate/ticket forty-eight (48)
hours after the decision is mode.
D. Any appeal must list reasons for oppeo5ng the
decision of the Electian Commission or tist charges
and/or violotions oBegedly committed by a
candidate/ticket or Election Cammissioner(s).
E. Upon re<eiving the uppeol, the Judiciul Council shall
detennine the type of appeal and course-of--0ction
avanable to tt, as specified below:
l. Candidotes/fidcets Appealing on Election Council
DecisiQR: The Judicial Cauna1 shall detennine
whether the Section Commission's decision was
incorrect, procedural~ or substantiv~. h may
uphold or overturn the Election Cammis.sion's
decision.
2. Contestments Based on Election Commissioners
Violating Election SfaMes: lhe Jud"Kial Council
shall determine rr the Election Commis.sion
member(sfvioloted·Stotute, rr so,
a. Did this affect the Election Results? If this is the
case, then the Judiciol Council may coU for a New
Election ond may require that the Election
Commission member{s) re<eive no money and be
referred to Judicial Programs for restitution.
b. If the violation did not effect 1he election results,

and is considered to be o minor violation of the
Stotutes, the Judicial Council may then require tho!
the Election Commission member(s) be referred 1o
the Student Body President for further nctioo per
Executive Contract.
3. Contestments Based on Candidotes/Tickets Violating
Eledion Stotutes: lhe Judicial Council shall
determine whether the candidate/ticket committed
no violotion, a minor violotion, or a major
violation.
a. If it finds tho! a candidate/ticket committed a
minor violation, tt shall fine the candidate/ticket
no more than twenty dollars ($20) for each
violation.
b. The Judicial Council may levy ofine of no more
than forty dollars ($40) and/or disqualify a
candidote/licket for o major violation.
c. If a candidote/licket is disqualified due to a
major violation, the Judicial Council shall call for
oSpecial Electian (as defined by 605.4).
EAll decisions made by the Election Commission or the
Judicial Council and all contestments and appeak
made by candidotes shall be posted by the Election
Commis.sion on the Election Bulletin Boo~d and Student
Government web site immediate~.
G. If someone feels the Judicial Couna1 has violated
his/her rights to afoir hearing or due process, he/she
must follow the grievance procedures outlined in the
UCF Golden Rule.
Chapter 609

Recall

A. The holder of any elected office of Student
Government may be removed from office by the
students of the University of Central Aorida by the
following procedures:
1. Apetition shall be prepared, naming the person
sought to be recoiled ond containing a "Statement
of Grounds for Recall."
2. lhe petition shall be signed by a! least five percent
(5%) of the office-holder's constituents, based on
the current 1erm enrollment.
3. Each student of the university signing a petition
shall sign and legibly print his/her name in ink and
shall place his/her college, birth dote and dote of
signoture in the petition.
B. The petttion shall be allowed up to twenty (20) days to
be circulated.
C. Aher completion, the petition shall be filed with the
Senate Secretory who shall, within (2) school days,
submit such petttion to the Election Commis.sion, the
Director of Student Government Support Services, and
the Elections and Appointments (E&A) Committee.
Wrthin a period of no more than five (5) school days,
the Director of Student Government Support Services
shall determine whether the petition contains the
required valid signolures. No addttionol names may
be added to the petttion, and the petttion shall not be
used in any other proceeding. ·
1. If tt is determined tho! the petition does not contain
the required signotures, the Election Commis.sion
shall report tt to the executive and legislative
branches of Student Governmen1 and file the
petition, without laking further action and 1he
molter will be closed.
2. If tt determined tho! the petition has the required
signatures, the~ the Supervisor of Elections shall al
once serve a certified copy of the petition to the
office-holder named in the verified petition of recall
D. The person designoted in the petition may file his/her
typewritten resignation, signed in ink, with the
Attorney General within two (2) school days ofter the
receipt of the petition copy. Upon receipt of the
resignation letter, the Attorney General shall al once
notify the governing body of the fact.
E. In the absence of a resignation, the Supervisor of
Elections shall set the days for holding a Recall Election
for the removal of the person designoted in the
petition. Any such election shall be held no less than
ten (l 0) school days nor more than twenty (20)
school days from the resignation deadline.
F. The bollot of the Recall Election shall confonn to the
following: "Shall ... be removed from the Office of ...
by recall?" lmmediot~ following the question, there
shall be printed on the bollot the two (2) propositi-Ons
in the order here set forth: "For the recall of ...
Against the recall of ... " G. If a majority of the votes cast on the question for
removal of any member of the governing body is
affirmative, the member whose removal is sought
shall be deemed "removed from office,n upon
announcement of the official canvass of tho! election.

Chapter 610

Referendum Election

A. The Student Body may coll for a Referendum Election
by proper~ fil"ng a petition.
B. The petition sho 11contain a stotement of the specific
issue for which the Referendum Section will he held.
C. The petition shall hP. signed by a! least ten percent
(l 0%) of the student body. Each .University of Central
Aorida student signing opetition shall sign and prin1
legib~, in ink, his/her name, respectivecollege, birth
dote and the dote signoture.
D. The petition shall be presenfed 1o the Senate Secretary
who shall, submtt the petition to the Director of
Stude.nt Government Support Services for verificotion.
1. lhe Director of Student Government Support
Services shall, within five (5) school days,
determine the validity of the signotures, and shall
notify the Student Body President of 1he Results.
2. Failure to com~ within five (5) school days shall
constiMe verification.
E. If the petition is ruled 0 valid" by the Director of
Student Governmelll Support Services, a Referendum
Section will be held within three (3) weeks. Funds
shall be made available by the Student Body President
fonn the Student Government General Account.
F. If tt is determined that the petition does not contain the
required signotures, ofter confinnalion by the Director
of Student Government Support Services, the Election
Commission shall notify the hling parties, without
toking further action, file the petition: the matter will
be "closed." No additional names moy be used in any
other proceedings:
G. The resuh of the election shall serve as a consensus
o~nion of the Student Body, and:
I. An officio! statement, containing the issue and the
results, shall be acknowledged in writing by the
Student Body President and the Vice President of
Student Development ond Enrollment Services.
2. This official slolement shall be sent to oil concerned
parties on the school day following the official
announcement of the results of the Referendum
Election.
Chapter 611

Swearing In

A. No student shall be sworn in
1. Whose election is being contested in the Election
Commission and/or Judicial Council and or Vice
President of Student Developmen1 and Enrollment
Services, or
2. Who has not removed all of his/her campaign
moterial from the campus and paid posted fines,
and turned info the Election Commis.sion the
Campaign Expense Statement
Chapter 612

Forms

All forms used during the elections will be developed by
the Election Commission and in compliance with the
Election Statutes.
Chapter 613

Senote Session

lhe Senole Session shall begin one {l ) week following
the completion of Senote Sections.
Chapter 614

R~vising the Election S1atutes

Changes to the Election SfaMes made ofter the begillning of the Dedarotion of Candidacy shall not affect the
election in progress.
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Opini2n~
OUR STANCE:

How to fire up UCF fans
A

new castle, a new horse' and a scholarship giveaway failed to entice fans in
large numbers to enter the Citrus Bowl
last Saturday for UCF's first home football game of the season.
Many UCF students did make the trip
downtown. But others remained more interested in the tailgating festivities outside the
stadium than in the touchdowns that allowed
the Golden Knights to score a 48-17 victory
over Liberty.
Even 200 freshmen - bribed with free
food, T-shirts and prizes to board a bus to the
game in the first-ever "Freshmen Frenzy"
promotion - failed to significantly bolster
attendance that UCF officials claimed was ·
20,000 (even though only 18,600 fans were
counted through the turnstiles) .
UCF officials, who still believe promotions are the best way to garner fan support,
seriously misunderstand the notion of competitive sports.
No amount of promotion_s can convince
people to become UCF fans, because football
games aren't about free food and cash giveaways, pre-game shows and colorful props.
Sports, football especially, are about the
heart-stopping throws, the record-setting
plays, the last-minute touchdowns that
instantly change the outcome of a game. Real
·sports fans know that the only reason to go
into a stadium is to catch a game worth seeing.
When UCF plays patsies such as Liberty,
Toledo and Kent State, when the outcome is
as predictable as.Florida's fall climate, the
thrill of the game disappears. Watching UCF
destroy a weak opponent like the Liberty

Flames is like watching a fox chase a rabbit
around in a cage, knowing the rabbit doesn't
stand a chance. Promotions simply can't compensate for that and shouldn't have to.
While last year's "Fill the Bowl" promotion drew 50,220 fans, creating one of the
largest crowds ever for' a UCF home game, it
had little do with the success of the marketing
maneuver.
Rather, it had everything to do with the
fact that UCF faced a decent opponent in
Virginia Tech,. Suddenly the stadium was
filled with fans who held their breath, crossed
their fingers, donned their Knights shirts and
did everything in their power to support UCF,
never knowing who would take the game, but ·
aware that if UCF did, the win would mean
something, and a loss still would be a noteworthy effort.
Point is, if UCF wants people to show up
at football games, it will have to schedule
more teams like Virginia Tech to get people to
watch.
UCF will re-launch "Fill the Bowl" for the
Nov. 2 home game, but it's hardly nec.essary,
given that the Knight's opponent for that contest will be Syracuse. Forty thousand fans the crowd UCF hopes to draw for "Fill the
Bowl" - is a realistic attendance goal for
such a distinguished opponent. Against
Liberty, even 20,000 was something of a miracle.
It would be easy to pack the house for
every home game if UCF played teams worth
watching. As much fun as it is to extinguish a
weaker opponent like the Flames, fans want a
game and a win for the Knights that they can
get fired up about.

OUR STANCE:
Prom party violates campus-housing guidelines

Delays in financial aid
are inexcusable
A

I am a resident of the Academic
Village's Nike co mmunity. It's 9 p.m.. and I
have a test to study for. I cannot. because UCF
Housing has decided to throw a prom in the
courtyard with a live deejay. I can hear the
lyrics in my room with the windows dosed.
and I live on the third floor. As residents. we

agree to abide by campus quiet hours of 8
p.m. - 8 a. m. Is this another fine example
of "Do as we say. don't do as we do?" This is
one of many reasons why I will be canceling
my housing contract in the spring.
- STEVEN BLAUSTEIN

t the Open Forum hosted by UCF's presi- cannot afford their books.
Burnetts don't deserve honorary degrees
dent and vice presidents, the officials
When a student has to choose between buyexplained that the highly touted but dising a textbook or paying the bills, the student
I was taken aback upon reading in the of honorary doctoral degrees.
appointing new online registration syswill choose the option that allows him to take
Sept. 26 issue of The Future that UCF is
Apat on the back. a thank-you and a
tern is to blame for the delays thousandi of stuwarm showers and cook meals at home..
bestowing two doctoral degrees on Al and series of buildings named after them should
dents have had to endure in receiving financial
Even worse than the fact that students do
Nancy Burnett.
suffice.
aid.
not have money is that UCF is trying to make a
The Burnetts may be large supporters
People like the Burnetts and Rich
When UCF scrapped the old Polaris regisprofit off of its own blunders. . The school is
of the university but they do not deserve to DeVos are not deserving of honorary
tration system for a system by software giant
offering short-term loans to students, at $5 a
receive honorary degrees for simply donat- degrees. If they wis h to obtain a doctorate,
PeopleSoft, it did so to coordinate the different
pop. With thousands of students in need of
ing truck-loads of money.
for whatever reason. they too should enroll
university departments, each of which used its
money, someone at UCF is making an awful lot
The Bu rnetts have helped the college in classes and work for thei r degrees.
own.computer system. Students would suppos. of money on short-term loans.
with their substantial mntributions totalling
In essence UCF is telling the student
· edly re~p the benefits of the integrated system,
Anyone waiting for his money as a result of
over· $4 million. They have helped in the body.that they don't have to get a doctorate · ·
,\ hut .mAny iµ.on~hs later, th_e system h~ failed
UCF's screw-ups should not have to ~y for a .
.·con'structjon of an Hooor~ follege hliilding to be successful, but once you:.g(e: suc.cessful
· ni~y stu~ents.. . . :
,
.
.
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The finane1al aid department apparently
~ss~!f ~ !or ~ st_u,derits who are still awru~~
·"· . .President John Hitt's hotfie on.campus.
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Fraternity's farce a racist statement
HORSE WITH NO NAME

JOEY MYERS
STAFF WRITER

As if fraternities do not have
a bad enough rap ...
Perceived by many as
partiers, raging alcoholics, homophobes and womanizers, fraternities have forever suffered from a
tarnished image. Now; you can

add racism to the mix.
Oklahoma State's chapter of
Alpha Gamma Rho has made
national news, thanks to a costume party where three fraternity
brothers showed up dressed as a
Klu Klux Klan member, a prisoner with a black painted face, and
the third as a hick donning overalls and a confederate flag bandana.
A picture surfaced after the
party with the hick holding a
noose hung around the neck of
the fraternity brother dressed as
the black prisoner.
A letter of apology has been
written for the tasteless and
offensive photo. In it, the chapter's president addressed both

Oklahoma State University and
the African-American Student
Union. Sanctions are likely to follow, handed down from the
national Alpha Gamma Rho
office.
Sanctions? Not really sure
what they mean by sanctions, but
it doesn't sound anything like a
harsh punishment or a serious
consequence, something that
these fraternity members rightly
deserve. It doesn't sound like
these fraternity brothers are
being expelled from their fraternity for their bigoted actions. I don't suppose that there is
much that the university could
do. The party was not on university grounds. Oklahoma State

recommended sending the three
through a sensitivity training program. Beyond that, the university
doesn't intend on dishing out
punishments.
But that do~sn't mean the
fraternity members should be let
off the hook, and it certainly
doesn't mean that the fraternity
shouldn't impose some kind of
punishment.
If this fraternity wants to
save face and prove to the rest of
the world that not all of their
members are racists, then they
will ostracize the members who
stained their reputations.
They should remember that
a few people's actions weigh
heavily on the entire fraternity's

reputation. And for fraternities,
who don't have much more to go
on than reputations, a name as a
racist fraternity will most likely
not appeal to a large sector of
students.
Bigger than Oklahoma State,
bigger than Alpha Gamma Rho,
bigger than political correctness,
is the issue that racism is very
real, racism still exists.
If this fraternity is smart,
and wants to spin the situation in
their favor, they will expel these
members and make a staunch
statement against racism.
Columnist Joey Myers can be
reached at jmyers@ucffuture.com

All begin~ and ends with a little superstition
DANIELLE DEPARI
STAFF WRITER

I recently broke a mirror. Not just a
mirror, a double mirror which serves as my
closet door. The door kept opening and as I
tapped the middle of it to close it, it slid off
its track, shattering into pieces and missing my head by a couple of inches. I
freaked out; it nearly broke on top of me.
But little did I know that the real danger wasn't the g1ass from the mirror that
could have sliced my head open as the mirror fell towards me, it was the fact that I
had just inherited years of bad luck for my
carelessness.

My boyfriend teased me about the
event. He told that because I broke a mirror, I would be faced with seven years of
bad luck, maybe even fourteen considering
the fact that it was actually two mirrors. I
shrugged off his comments, not a huge
believer in the fact that superstition had
anything to do with luck or doom.
And thus the seven years began. As I
drove through a parking lot just a week
later, a driver, who had just turned 16,
slammed -straig11t into the passenger side
of my car. I couldn't believe it had happened.
I took an exam that was so easy, I was
sure I had aced it. It returned with a D

ir.~4~fl. :}oinle
toll free
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Awesome Apanments
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Directi o ns: From th e East/West
Expressway (408) take the
Goldenrod exit. go south 1 .2
miles and we are on the left.

• 2 Pools '
• Huge apartments
• Social activ'ifies
• Private patio
• Dedicated team

grade. I couldn't understand. I looked back
over it and realized I had misread several
questions and got things wrong I knew the
answers to.
Just bad Juck, I thought. That was
when it hit me. Seven years of bad luck is a
long time. As more and more awful things
began to envelop in my life, I thought of the
doom I had caused myseU by not giving
into one silly superstition.
I thought of all the times that I had
crossed my fingers expecting to change the
outcome of an event.
I remembered the times before the
ropes went up around the Pegasus in the
Student Union, when superstition kept me

from walking all over it. I didn't want to
jeopardize my graduation in a school
where most believe you can't finish.
I remembered how many times I
allowed myself to soak in the rain because
I refused to open an umbrella inside.
So maybe I had consumed my life with
superstitions just for fun, never believing
that superstition would ever essentially
affect events and experiences throughout
the course of my life.
So I've developed a whole new
approach. Better to just live the rest of the
next seven years in optimism, than give
into the idea that the next seven years will
bring nothing but misfortune.
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.why can't Florida be more like Nebraska?
Keeping quiet,
keeping heads low
can )t hurt our image
DUFFY HERY
STAFF WRITER

Florida would be considered the
Sunshine State - for its sandy beaches,
orange blossoms and Disney World- if it
weren't for the fact that we are also
known for our ridiculously flawed elec~
tion procedures.
Unfor:tunately, the Sunshine State
title is just a wool blanket we Floridians
throw over our eyes to protect ourselves
from the truth.
The truth is that we've become the
biggest joke in the country. The rest of
the country makes fun of us, and believe
me, it didn't happen overnight.
The American public first noticed
our stupidity when we failed to elect the
president. (The President being Al Gore,
not George W Bush.) Considered a large
goof by any standard, the election snafu
caused the satirical media to tear us

GOT
-SOMETHING
TO SELL?

It's not just our voting (or nonvoting) habits that make us
look like idiots. It's the fact that some Floridians are dying
to draw attention to
themselves for no good reason.
apart. That was OK; we needed that, a
little.
Then we did it again. A few weeks
ago we had a repeat performance, during
our own Democratic primary for the governor's race.
Every paper in the nation had some-

thing to say about our stupidity. Jon
Stewart from "The Daily Show" asked,
"Can't we just cut Florida off and let
them drift into Cuba?"
For a guy who has lived in Florida
for 17 years, it's pretty sad for me to
know that my own country perceives my .

Love being extreme?
Don't care what others
think about you?
Sometimes we hide behind
our masks, never allowing
others to know the real you .
T~ese people here, though,
they never seem to notice
the way I look. Even the
pastor guy has his eyebrow
pierced. Now I know they
accept me because~ God
accepts me. And. I don't
nave to trade my tattoos
for a tie. I'm accepted
just the way I am.
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home state as the laughingstock of the
nation. I always thought that the country.
only made fun of states like West Virginia
and Alabama, surely not Florida.
It's not just our voting (or non-voting) habits that make us look like idiots.
It's the fact that some Floridians are
dying to draw attention to themselves for
no good reason.
A mayor in the town of Inglis,
Florida has decided to ban Satan from
her town. Her city council wrote up a
document, passed it, and posted signs
banning Satan across their city lines.
Orlando's mayor wanted to beautify
her city by removing the homeless, proposing a vc..luntary citizen patrol to chase
them off sidewalks and benches.
Let us follow Nebraska's example
and remain quiet for our own sake. Any
mayors out there, with another bright
idea in their head, may I recommend you
keep it there?
If not this, there is only one other
last resort. Secede from the Union, and
give control back to our original
founders, Spain. Spain has an official
naptime at 1p.m. Perhaps all Florida
needs is a nap, every now and again, to
keep us quiet.

•

•

•

•

JOE KALEITA I CFF

The Golden Knights won their first game of the season Saturday, beating Liberty 48-17 in front of 20,416 at the Florida Citrus Bowl. They have a week off before traveling to Western Michigan on Oct. 12 for their second MAC game.

Knights extinguish Flames
ing back here and playing in front of
this enthusiastic crowd really
means a lot to these kids who were
uarterback Ryan Schneider really motivated to play."
. found wide receiver Doug Gabriel
The Flames first points of the
four plays into UCF's home open- game resulted from a UCF turnover
er, producing a 68-yard touch- in the first quarter. After Schneider
down pass to help the Golden completed.a pass to Tavaris Capers;
Knights cruise past Liberty 48-17 to Marcell Howard forced a fumble
earn UCF's first win of the season.
and Kendrick Howard recovered
''When you're at home every- the ball for Liberty. The F1ames
thing is going right," said Gabriel moved the ball 61 yards and Jay
"It's great. We just went out there · Kelley converted a 22-yard field
and did what we had to do."
goal.
UCF, which has now won six
The Flames did not reach the
consecutive home games, raced out end zone until a late rally in the
to a 28-3 halftime lead behind three fourth quarter when UCF started
scoring strikes from Schneider, who playing its reserves.
threw for a career-high 397 yards,
"It was critical that we got a lot
hitting 23-of-31 pas,·es.
of people to participate in the
''We haven't been back to the game," said Kruczek. "I was happy
Citrus Bowl since November last about most of it. I was not happy
year and we haven't won a game about the fourth quarter with all the
since November last year," said turnovers and laying the ball on the
UCF Coach Mike Kruczek. "So com- ground. It just can't happen when
CHARYi MAGDAONG
STAFF WRITER

Q

we have control of the clock and the
football."
UCF rolled up a season high
571 yards of total offense, while
holding the Flames to just 290
yards. Running backs Andrea!
Curey and Dee Brown accounted for
most of the Golden Knights' ground
attack. Curry scored two touchdowns from one and four yards out,
while Dee scored one of his two
touchdowns on an 11-yard run.
Defensively; UCF intercepted LU
quarterback James Condon twice,
both leading to touchdowns.
"Everybody made a big deal
about the score being 63-0 last
year," said Kruczek. "It could have
been that this year."
The Golden Knights have a bye
next week before heading to
Western Michigan for their second
Mid-American Conference contest
of the season. Kickoff is slated for 1
p.m. Oct.12.

•
•

•

~~--·Receiver

Jimmy
Fryzel
pulls in
one of his
three
catches
against
Liberty.

•

•
•
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Knights continue A-Sun hot streak
CHARYi MAGDAONG
STAFF WRITER

The UCF women's soccer team
defeated conference foes Georgi.a State
· and Campbell, moving its consecutive winning streak against A-Sun teams to 11.
. In both games, UCF needed more
than the allotted 90 minutes to win. On
Thursday, junior Lindsay Maier broke a
scoreless tie against GSU to lift the Golden
Knights to victory over the Lady Panthers
5:16 into overtime.

In rainy conditions, Maier collected a
pass from freshman Jennifer Montgomery
and scored from inside the 18-yard line.
The goal is Maier's first goal of the season
and second game-winner of her career.
Goalkeeper Jessica Kuhlman earned
her fifth shutout of the season and 15th of
her career, moving her into a tie for sixth
place in UCF's record books with Amy
Ford. Despite the bad weather, UCF out
shot GSU 15-9. The Lady Panthers' record
PLEASE SEE

UCF ON 15

Knights top Hatters, earn first A-Sun win
TOM ALEXANDER
STAFF WRITER

The UCF men's soccer team
improved to 3-3-1 on the season and 1-0
in the Atlantic Sun Conference with a 31 win over Stetson on Thursday.
Sophomore goalkeeper Ryan
Mcintosh led the Golden Knights, mak- ing eight saves in the game. Mcintosh's
most important save of the night, perhaps, came only twenty minutes into
the match, when the Hatters, who had

controlled the game until that point,
were awarded a penalty kick.
Mcintosh made a point-blank save
on Stetson's.' Jason Osbourne to turn
the tide for the Knights. Senior midfielder Koyondome Koyagialo put UQF
on the board seven minutes later when
he sti;:eaked in alone and scored his first
goal of the season. Freshman Juan
Pablo Giraudo got his first collegiate
goal just before halftime and the
PLEASE SEE

Mcintosh oN 15
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UCF needs OT to win
FROM PAGE 14

fell to 3-4-2 and 1-1-1 in the conference.
In the 97th minute in Saturday's
game against Campbell, Allison
Blagriff produced the game-winning
goal, giving the Golden Knights a 3-2
win. UCF opened the scoring when
Becca Eshelman capitalized on a
turnover by a Campbell player in the
Camels' box, beating keeper Erin
Switalski to give UCF the lead.
In the 39th minute, Jamie
Armstrong fed a pass to Susan
Persson, who placed the ball in the

upper left hand corner of the net, out
of Kuhlman's reach. It took a secondhalf goal by Montgomery, assisted by
Blagriff, for UCF to regain the advan- ..
tage.
Eleven minutes later however,
Campbell tied the game again off a
tally from Sara Davis. The game
ended when Eshelman served the ball
to Blagriff who blasted a shot past
Switalski. UCF out shot Campbell 279 and held a 5-4 advantage in corner
kicks.
The Golden Knights improved
their record to 8-2. They are now tied
with Jacksonville for the top spot in
the Atlantic Sun.

JOE l<ALEITA I CFF ~ ~

The men's soccer team beat conference foe Stetson 3-1 Thursday night. UCF is 3-3-1 on the season and 1-0 in the A-Sun.

Mcintosh preserves.win
FROM PAGE 14

Knights went into the locker
room up 2-0.
Stetson would not be
silenced after the break,
scoring only 37 seconds into
the second half to cut the
Knights' lead to 2-1.
Sophomore Eric Vasquez
gave the Knights an insurance goaj, his second of the
year, after he broke in alone
on Stetson goalkeeper Ian
Landrum.
UCF Coach Bob Winch

stressed the importance of
Mcintosh's play in the win.
"He's a great shotblocker. Saving that [penalty kick] was a turning
point," said Winch.
Winch added that his
goalkeeper's consistency
has been very important to
the Knights' success so far.
"I would say in all
seven of om games to date
[Mcintosh] has been one of
the top three players in
each game, if not, some
games, being the top player," he said. "As a goalkeep-

er you've got to make this
your team. That's the most
important position, and
that's hard to do. Mac's ·
done a great job, the team
has embraced him, and he's
a young guy still. He was
voted team captain~"
The coach went on to
say that the team's bench
play was also important to
the match.
'Tm glad our bench
was able to contribute," he
said. They've been working
very hard, and they deserve
it."

JOEl<ALEITA/ CFF

With wins over Georgia State and Campbell, the women's soccer team improved to 3-0 in A-Sun play.

~~
Available Now

1. Bring UCF 1.0. to SGA Ticket Center in the Student Union between 9am - 5om.

2. Receive voucher with address.
3.·When lime comes to use voucher call number on vour voucher.
4. Present voucher 19 driver when vou get in the car.
5. Have aSAFE RIDE home!

Downtown
Ortando
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~wa-tert-onl-· 1UCF

(SerVicing
Downtown
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The SAFE RIDE program is a safe, reliable and dependable ride home
provided to UCF students for any risky or threatening situation.
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Offensiue Player of the Week

DEE BROWN

Hround the locker Room

ok

Foot

"It felt a little funny being at tailback
because I'm 260 pounds."

The sophomore running
back ran for a touchdown and caught a
touchdown pass. He had
four receptions for 66
yards and five carries for
44 yards, replacing the
injured Alex Haynes and
Keith Williams.

.:_RlfNNING BACK ANDREAL Cl!RRY

"I've got great hands."
-Rl!NNING BACK DEE BROWN

Defensiue Player of the Week

STANFORD RHULE

"
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"Ryan hasn't played all that consistent--:
ly. He needs to get his confidence up.
That's why we kept him in the game."

,

'

;-'"'t:[".)

;~

The sophomore linebacker made his first
career interception,
forced a fumble, recorded a sack and had eight
tackles. He leads the
team with 42 tackles
and three sacks.

-lf(f COACH MIKE KRl!CZEK

"That was the best time I've had since
prep school."
-Cl!RRY

Inside the numbers

"He's a very talented kid to ke.ep a guy
like Dee Brown at bay, but Dee can
play."

397

•

-Rl!NNING BACKS COACH
ALAN GOOCH ON ALEX HAYNES

The number of yards Ryan Schneider
threw for, a career high.

"It felt like heaven."

7

-ClfRRY ON HIS FIRST TOl!CHDOWN

The number of touchdowns UCF scored.

"It was a pleasant thing to come home,
see the crowd, hearing all those guys,
and really I thought they got involved
in the game."

0

The number of field goals the
Golden Knights have kicked in the
past two games.

3

The number of UCF running backs
injured in Saturday 's game.

6

The number of times UCF defense
forced the Flames to punt.

.571

The number of total yards th~ Golden
Knights' offense gained.

)OE l<ALEITA

-OFFENSIVE COORDINATOR
ROBERT MCFARLAND

I CPF

Quarterback Ryan Schneider threw for a career-high 397 yards in Saturday's win over liberty.

Knight of firsts
CHRIS BERNHARDT
STAFF WRITER

Getting a big lead early enabled
UCF to get significant playing time for
several of its reserves. That resulted
in several career firsts for many
Golden Knights.
Sophomore fullback Andreal
Curry ran in from the one-yard line for
UCF's second score and the first
touchdown of his short career. He carried the ball 11 times for 50 yards, both
career highs. He had only carried the
ball once coming into the game.
Sophomore running back Dee
Brown had his first touchdown reception of the year and also got a unique
piece of UCF history. Brown also plays
left field for UCF· baseball team, and

Dean & University
Waterford Lakes

MAC FOOTBALL
SCOREBOARD

became the first Golden Knight to hit a
home run and score a touchdown in
the same calendar year. He already
held the distinction for being the first
to hit a home run and score a touchdown in the same academic year.
Freshman wide receiver Brandon
Marshall made the first catch of his
career in the fourth quarter. He had
two receptions in the game, for a total
of 18 yards.
Redshirt freshman Ryan Feely
saw his first collegiate action. Feely,
the backup place-kicker, made the
team's final extra point.
Sophomore Jon Rivera, the backup quarterback, saw the first significant playing time of J:tis career when
PLEASE SEE

Knights

Central Michigan
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Virginia Tech (5)
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0
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0
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376. E Broadway St.
Oviedo, FL 32765
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Red Storm Paintball
no Holds Barred Tournament

.100+ People • 5-7 hrs.
S45-S65 entry fee
(depending on total Uof participants)

JOE KALEITA I CFF

Freshman tailback Keith Williams rushed for 15 yards on four carries before injuring his ankle in the second half.

Knights end 3rd quarter drought
FROM PAGE 16

•

he relieved Ryan Schneider
during a drive in the third
quarter and completed two of
five passes. He also showed
his mobility, running twice for
24 yards. He saw action in last
year's Liberty game, but did
not register any stats.
Speaking _of place-kickers,
standout Matt Prater missed
the first PAT of his career in
the third quarter.
Two starters got into the
act too. Safety Peter Sands
and linebacker Stanford Rhule
both picked off a pass for the
first time in their careers.

MAC STANDINGS-

Third quarter drought
comes to an end

}

.

After being outscored 45-0
in the third quarter of their
first three g~mes , the Golden
Knights finally came out
strong after halftime. They
scored three touchdowns and
tallied 20 points in the third.

Please call Zac at (407) 325-0535
or email zharuey@redstormpaintball.com

East Division
Conference
Team
Marshall
Kent State
Miami
Buffalo
Akron
UCF

Non-conf.

w

L

w

L

1

0
2
0

2
2
3

1

1

2·

0

1

1
1

1
3
2
4
4
3
3

0
.2
0
0
0
1

Ohio

Knights improve
third down efficiency
Coming into the game,
UCF had been abysmal on
third downs. They had converted just 15 of 43 attempts
and hoped to work on that
against Liberty
Mission accomplished.
They went five for eight on
third down and also converted
a fourth down.
-But turnovers continued
to plague the offense. The
Golden Knights fumbled five
times and lost them all.
"The biggest disappointment I think was just not holding onto the football," said
offensive coordinator Robert
McFarland. "But overall I think
it was a good deal for us to
come out there and perform
like we did and put up the
numbers we did."

Includes FREE Equipment,
FREE Paint, FREE Buffet

~

0

DISTANCE
EDUCATION
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West Division
Conference

Team
Bowling Green
Toledo
Central Michigan
Western Michigan
Northern Illinois
Eastern Michigan
Ball State

Non-conf.

w

L

w

L

0

0
0
0
0
0

3
2
3

0
2
1

1

3
3
3

1
1

0
1

0
0

Schneider sets career high
Schneider struggled with
inconsistency through the season's first three games, but put
on a predictably strong showing against Liberty He threw
for a career-high 397 yards
and moved in third pl~ce on
UCF's all-time passing yards
list.
He also did something
very unexpected in first quarter: he ran the option. The normally stationary quarterback
ran forward a few yards and
pitched the ball to running
back Alex Haynes for a small
_gain. It was negated by a hold-

1

0

2
2
2

TO DAV.

1

ingpenalty
"So many people are loading up on us now," said
McFarland. "That's just something to keep people honest."

Fryzel, Schneider
keep streaks alive
Wide receiver Jimmy
Fryzel caught three passes,
extending his streak of consecutive games with a catch to 25.
That puts him all alone at
sixth on the school's all-time
list, one behind Todd
PLEASE SEE
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Injury bug bites UCF running backs
FROM PAGE- 17

Cleveland for fifth.
Schneider's four touchdown
passes gave him at least one in
13 straight games, giving him
sole possession of second place
in UCF history 'and leaving him
nine behind Daunte Culpepper's
record of 22.

Williams makes longest catch
Reserve running back Keith
Williams b~nefited froni his first
significant playing time, running
the ball four times for 15 yards.
· But his biggest highlight
game in the passing game. In the
third quarter he took a pass
from Schneider and went 37
yards, a career best. UCF scored
two plays later.

Nice turnout
Despite the weak opponent,
a good amount of people attended UCF's home opener. The official attendance figure was
20,416, up from the 17,103 that
showed up for last year's UCFLiberty game.
"It feels great to be home in
front of the home crowd, that's
always an advantage to this football team," said Sands.

Injury report
The most significant injury
came in the second quarter,
when Haynes limped off ~ the

...

ADAM RoscHE I CFF

Sophomore linebacker Gerren Bray had fivetacklesand one quarterback hurry Saturday against Liberty. He filled in for senior Chris Pilinko, who dressed, but did not play due to an injury.

field. He was diagnosed with a
sprained ankle and never
returned.
'just precautionary-wise we
put him on crutches and we'll do

a further evaluation tomorrow;"
said McFarland.
Williams also hurt his ankle
in the second half and starting
fullback Sean Gaudion left with

a hip pointer.
Three starters missed the
game: safety Atari Bigby (high
ankle sprain), linebacker Chris
Pilinko (ankle), and left guard

Taylor Robertson (spr ained
MCL). Alphonzo Hopkins Jr.,
Gerren Bray, and Kyle Watkins
started in their places, respectively

iJ,

KNIGHTRO

5857 1921 5035 3280
2210315035326a

You must have your valid student ID
to enter all UCF Athletics Events!
When you swipe your card at football games, you wiU be
eligible to win great prizes during each home game
including a $1 ,000 scholarship compliments of SGA.
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Volle)rball undefeated in conference
recorded 16 team blocks, good
for a tie for fifth in single-game
history for UCF.
·
The Golden Knights kicked
off their A-Sun schedule with a
3-0 win Friday over Jacksonville
State. Sante recorded a matchhigh 18 kills to go along with 11
digs for the match's only doubledouble performance.
Frank supplied the Knights
with a solid performance as
usual with 38 assists, 4 kills and
4 digs. Middle blockers Amanda
Stoutjesdyk and Chaz Arah had
six kills each.
The Knights improved to 7-9
overall and 2-0 in the Atlantic
Sun.
.-

CRA!G BROOKS
STAFF WRITER

The Golden Knights beat
Samford and Jacksonville State
to pick up their first Atlantic Sun
Conference wins of the season.
The defending A-Sun champions defeated Jacksonville
State 3-1 on Saturday. UCF won
the first two games 30-26, 30-25,
but the Gamecocks battled back
to win the third game 30-25. JSU
almost pushed it the match to
five games, but UCF was able to
pull out a 34-32 win.
Outside
hitter
Leyte
Santaella Sante led both teams
with 23 kills, she added 19 digs
for her second consecutive double-double. Right side Cassy
Kerner recorded 11 kills , 14
digs, seven assists and seven
blocks. Outside hitter Kristen
Dell added 13 kills for the
Knights.
. Setter Jenny Frank just
missea her fourth triple-double
of the season with nine kills, 51
assists and 14 digs. The Knights

Next up
The Golden Knights take on
Florida Atlantic on Tuesday in
another Atlantic Sun match.
UCF defeated the Owls in last
year's A-Sun championship
match, coming back from an 0-2
deficit to take the match. The
game starts at 7 p.m. at the UCF_

JOE KALEITA

Arena~

GOT
SOMETHING
TO SELL?

I CFF

The Golden Knights opened A-Sun conference play with wins over Jacksonville State and Samford over the weekend.
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for full tim_
e employment a daunting and difficult one?
TAKE THE TIME TO LEARN MORE about a profitable industry that offers flexible work hours, allows for
independent thinking, provides top-notch training, is practically recession-proof and, according to the U.S. Bureau
of Labor Sta.tistics, "is expected to grow faster than the national average for all occupations through 2010."

11-

Check us out at the first-ever Pest
Management Job Fair on Friday, October 18
in Orlando at the Gaylord Palms Resort &
Convention Center. The Job Fair runs from
10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. ~nd .is free of charge.
Companies expected to exhibit include:
•

Pest and lawn care management
businesses

•

Manufacturers and distributors of
pest management products

•

Regulatory agencies

•

The military

•

Others involved in the pest
management industry

'

Students with interpersonal skills and strong
business, communications or science
backgrounds will be in especially high demand.
Exhibitors will be looking to fill positions
such as:

*

SALES AND .MARKETING PROFESSIONALS
MANAGERS
TECHNICAL DIRECTORS
RESEARCHERS
PROFESSIONAL ENTOMOLOGISTS
:··' ~ERV.ICE ncHN.'l~~~~s * AD~INI~TRJ\~IV~< ~"· ,..

*

*

\,~tlidents particip8.ting io the ~~Fair will be reimbu~.~ \ip to .$~.00 for exp~nses

th; ~dir

also .

to altef!.d and will
·::. ;. :"._.·~ ~:.'~tomaticaHy entet~~ ,4~ ~~~.r~w~~ fc}ffdur, $5~.:~~p~_i:·S; whi~h wni be''. ~~a·r~e~~~!.~g :t~ ~ve~t. ,.·."-- ~: ... ':·~. -. · . ._.
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(407) 447-4555

~ -::~.\ _Td.~tegister, . c,;. oi>t~~:~~ti~~t :t~;t~(~~fi,.:g~~~6 ~.l>es~oiid:·oig-.-orJ~~:~~ tip. ·a,;~ .i~idt~:r· ~n~it~.~ ~ -~···~ ·
7. . .
· ~'-; ~- :,: '- feeJ free to contact Gene ·H~rrtrygton ·at gharringt~@p.estWorld.org or·s·oo..6~8.:672:2-,:~-_y~~~ave any questions. . .
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The Pest Management Job 'fair ·1s presented by the Pest Management .Foundation: 'ci charitable organization
affiliated with the National Pest Management Association - the industry's only national trade group.

The Pest Management Industry - An Industry of Problem Solvers
Come Join Us - Additional Problem Solvers are Always Needed

·
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Junk foods are
becoming meals
for many students
RACHEL BRAVERMAN
STAFF WRITER

Remember those
good old days when the
word "meal" had meaning? Breakfast was a
bowl of cereal, lunch was
a sandwich with a snack,
and dinner was some
meat with a side dish
(maybe
steak
and
niashed potatoes). If
those 9-ays are difficult to
recall, then the reason
may be that you are a
college student. Between

classes and other activities, it can be rare to find
the spare time to sit
down and eat something
that does not come prewrapped.
Students are on the
go, and they . pay the
price when it comes to
eating. Many times long
school hours are to
blame. It's a popular
trend for students to
cram all of their classes
into just Tuesdays and
Thursdays. While that
allows for a lengthy

PLEASE SEE

Skipping oN 25

KATIE FLATH I CFF

With busy schedules, most students have little time for real meals
and resort to ready-made snacks.

...

Like, umm,

they like talk
I

2
•Ai

Filler
words ·have
become the
baszs• fior·
1
tanauaae

i -

.

6

70 i

rt'

There is probably not a single
person under the age of 20 who
-cannot decipher the aforemenWho would have thought a
tioned Internet lingo.
language that could generate
Yet, there is no real cause
the phrase, ''A wilderness of
for the hacking and slacking of
elapsed credence and wanton
language. It's just always changnightmares rests on the helm of
ing. It becomes a problem when
~·
~'
a person cannot complete a
the newest manifest of technology'' could also produce such
thought without using the words
bastardized terms as ''Yo, he's
"like" and "umm" repeatedly.
Writing essays and articles
whack, like for real, biznatch?"
Granted, not everyone
is different than talking in conversation but there
can be a Shakespeare or an
is a definite correlation between the two.
Oscar Wilde, but what has
"Students will use a word called 'incredible' to
describe something. What exactly does incredible
happened to our own Ianguage is shocking. It is now
mean? Good or bad? Absurd? The problem with
considered excusable to
using these words is that they sound right but they
use the word "like" a lot, espe9ially
aren't necessarily being used correctly," said
when you're nervous.
Gerald Schif:fhorst, an English professor. He attribJill Wagner, a linguist at Temple University in utes the problem in part to a decreasing
Philadelphia, recently authored a study that con- exposure to words and their meaning.
eluded filler words are not bad. The linguist said "Years ago people read more, and now
there is merit in using the word "like" and other they are not reading enough," he said.
such word fillers.
Shif:fhorst offers help in his book, ·
The word "umm" has been creeping into the "Shorthand Book for Writers," which is
lexicon ever since that first person gave a speech published by McGraw Hill, and is available
at the front of the room and got scared about the in the UCF bookstore.
first word they were going to say.
Probably the most inarticulate use of
Wagner, an associate professor of anthropolo- · language is done at the most nervous moment:
gy with. a specialty in linguistics, said each culture speaking in front of a crowd. There are some ways
has filler words used in everyday conversation. • to prevent falling into the abyss of poppycock when
"People do use fillers when they need time to think speaking in front of a crowd.
about what they're saying, when they're not quite
Carol Bledsoe, the coordinator of UCF's
sure, want to hedge or are introducing exaggera- speech program, offers a few solutions to the lantion," Wagner told the Iowa State Daily newspaper. guage problem.
Conversationally, these words are hard to
''What I usually say to my students is' to
avoid. The Internet has had a big influence on the record themselves speaking to review themselves
way some people speak.
falling into certain patterns," said Bledsoe. "I also
Online, it seems people can't help but use tell them to use a pause instead of using 'umm' or
expressions such as "lol" (laughing out loud), 'uhh.' Make sure the audience doesn't
"g2g" (got to go) and "ttyl" (talk to you later}. focus on the vocalized pauses."
JEFFREY ASHKIN
STAFF WRITER

.

•

Resident Ally
CRAIG BROOKS

R.A. smiles and asks,

STAFF WRITER

"What do you need?"
At UCF, this scenario seems to be · the
norm. The majority of
students seem to enjoy
their relationship with
their resident assistants
and have no problems
with him or her.
Walking about the
campus, you may hear a
conversation about a terrible R.A. or about how a
particular resident never

A lonely student
paces ,feverishly up and
down the hallways of a
well-lit residence hall.
The watch on his wrist
reads 5:47 p.m. His fist
pounds on a d.~mr, yet
nobody seems to hear
the noise. Then suddenly,
without warning, a
friendly face pops out
from behind the door. His
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Watch for our photographer around UCF nightspots on the weekends!

•

.

Underground ·Bluz
"We're the downtown bar, ·
right down the street!"

Happy hour-'- 4 - 7 p.rn.
Join the tapped out club: 101 Beers on the wall!
Try our specialty: Dirty Hoes• 21 and ' up after 9 pm

Featured bands of the \Neek:
September 30: Strongbow Giveaway
Play the Skittles Game
·October 1: Blondeto
October 4: Gerry Gee, Acoustical Rock
AKA, Classical Rock

Wednesday Night

"Pulse" .
Premier south Asian DJ's
House, Hip-Hop, R'n B', bhangra, and Desi

orlando's
I upscale nightclub

$2.50 Heineken
$2.59 Amstel Light
$3.00 Capt~in

17 West Pine Street
Orlando, Florida 32801

www.blueroomorlondo.com
(407) 423-2588
21 and up welcome

18 and up welcome • $5.00 cover • Stylish Dress Always

FREE BEER -9-11 PM
$2 Domestics $3 Drinks -

25s.orangeAve. 407.540.0081

Every Thursday Night

.

..
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Most students are friends with their R.A.s
Jennifer Rodriguez,
an R.A. at Lake
Claire, and resident
Paul Adamson dab
on some team
spirit before UCF's
first home game
on Saturday.

FROM PAGE 20

...

•

'

can find an R.A. when they
need them. Apparently these
conversations are difficult to
come by, though, because the
population of students who live
in residence halls· all across
campus feel very content with
the duties of their resident
assistants and the manner in
which those duties are executed.
"My R.A. does everything
for me," said Jim Plafke, an
undeclared freshman. "If the
R.A. is good, he will fix things
for you, which he has done for
me several times. He also
checks up on us, to see if we
are all right," he added.
This seems like the perfect scenario. The R.A. does
everything to please the resident. However, not all is well in
residential life.
"My R.A. is a good egg,
but I have the sneaking suspicion that he wants me dead,"
said Sam Weitzner, a digital
media major. "In fact, if you are
reading this, I just may be."
Other than Weitzner, not
many other students have negative things to say about their
R.A.s. That can be interpreted
as a good thing, considering
that the relationship between a
resident and the resident
assistant should be a good one,
bolstering the residential life
experience.
Resident assistants have
certain obligations that must
be fulfilled in order to have a
good standing with their residents.
Because of the time
requirements of the R.A. positions, it is expected that R.A.s
will give their job priority over
all other areas, with the single
exception of their academic
program.
"For an R.A. , class comes
first and the job Mmes in a
close second," said one Nike
Community R.A. who asked to
remain anonymous.
An R.A. must spend sufficient time in his or her living
area to become acquainted
with each resident and be sensitive to individual needs.
A resident assistant acts
as a facilitator in his or her living area, helping students live
together in a way that is conducive to personal, social and
-- academic growth.
Another resident assistant who asked to remain
anonymous spoke of helping
out a student with personal
problems.
"It is difficult at times, but
I have dealt with personal
problems with a resident. It is
just part of the job," said the
resident assistant.
Triscia Panarello, the area
coordinator for the Nike
Community, said the R.A. is an
essential link for the safety
and security of residents.
R.A.s can be contacted 24
hours a day and have a direct
line to the police in case of
emergency.
Chris Mesa, a freshman
computer science major, said
that R.A.s are definitely a
necessity.
Mesa said: "The R.A. is
necessary because when
lacrosse is being played in the
hallway at 3 a.m., someone has
to throw down and it isn't
g·oing to be me while I'm in my

BREE ADAMSON

I CFF

Take Kaplan.
corehi her.
LSAT: Classes begin Thursday, Oct. 17, 2002
GMAT: Classes begin Sunday, Oct. 20, 2002

GRE: Classes begin Wednesday, Oct. 16, 2002
MCAT: Classes begin

Satur~ay,

Oct. 5, 2002

Contact us today to enroll!

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP-TEST

-

~orld leade;1n Test Prep

-

kaptest.com
AOL keyword: Kaplan
* Test names are registered trademarks of their respective owners.
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Cros~word

trying to rob a Circle K store in September
wearing a plastic foam cooler on his head; he
was unsuccessful, in part because the cooler
made it impossible for the clerk to understand
what Pavlich was saying (Augusta, Ga.).

Undignified deaths .
CHUCK SHEPHERD
UNIVERSAL PRESS SYNDICATE

Lead stories
Among the personal items that former Tyco
International chief executive L. Dennis
Kozlowski bought and charged to the company
(without authorization, said the company in
September) were two New York City apartments
($24 million), a Boca Raton, F1a., house ($29 million), furnishings and renovations ($14 million),
a travel toiletries box ($17,000), an umbrella
stand ($15,000), a shower curtain ($6,000) and a
pincushion ($445), along with half the $2.1 million tab for a 40th birthday party for his wife.
(The party, at a Sardinian resort, featured Stoll
vodka loaded into a statue of a man so that it
could be poured out to guests through his
penis.)

Least competent criminals

.

The Lost Art of Disguises: Hit man Paul
Bryan, 41, was sentenced to life in prison in May
for three shootings after witnesses were able to
identify him under his mask because he had cut
the eyeholes so large (Leeds, England). And
Michael Steven Pavlich, 48, was charged with

A 23-year-old woman and a 22-year-old man
were found dead and nude in a car in llls family's garage, in a love clench, with the garage
door closed and the car's engine running (for
the air-conditioner) (Corona, N.Y, June). And a
21-year-old womru;i, hiding in a closet to surprise
her boyfriend, made a noise that provoked him
to fearfully grab his pistol, and when she flung
open the door, he fired, killing her (Council
Bluffs, Iowa, June). And when a 43-year-old man
insisted on driving home despite being drunk,
his best friend shot out the air in the man's
tires, so angeririg the drunk man that a fight
ensued, during which the drunk man was accidentally shot to death (Bastrop, Texas, August).

Also, in the last month ...
The Australian version of AAA (the NRMA)
reported that, following a morning headlights
tribute to the victims of Sept. 11, "thousands" of
forgetful motorists called in with dead batteries.
An inebriated man was convicted of firing his
handgun down through the floor of his upstairs
den (after an argument with his wife of 32
years) and fatally hitting her as she stood in the
kitchen, pouring his booze down the sink
(Savannah, Ga.). A 24-year-old man was cited
for littering after he allegedly shaved his head
and tossed the clippings over a fence into his
neighbor's yard (Cedar City, Utah).

1 Metal fasteners
6 Moocher
11 Links org.
14 Humiliate
15 Dwight's rival
16 Fall behind
17 "The Last
Supper," for
example
18 Entirely unalike
20 Art of the
inanimate
22 Reveal
23 Temperamental
24 Expel from a
country
25 Diligent insect
28 "Born in the "
29 Calendar span
30 Beds down on a
branch
32 Four-time U.S.
Open golf
champion
36 Legendary
lawman
37 Keg feature
38 Earthenware pot
39 Merino breeder
42·Clumsy
·44 African nation
45 "Mr. "
46
constrictor
47 Beatty/Hoffman
movie of 1987
50 Artist Jasper
52 Chicago airport
53 Roads across
water
57 Fund-raising
events
59 Philosopher
Kierkegaard
60 Jurist Fortas
61 Hautboys
62 Singer Lopez
63 For example
64 Actor Nick
65 Beer stimulant
DOWN
1 Bad actors

2 Border (on)

3 Indian garb
4 One of David's
songs
5 Full theater
6 Pretentious
7 Enlighten

© 2.002 Triburie Media Setviees, Inc
An righls reserved.

8 Other
.9 Baseball hat
1o Racetrack near
Miami
11 "Phaedo" author
12 Gainesville
athlete
13 Contract
negotiator
19 Strong
admonition
21 Minus money
24 Cub Scout uni1
25 Belligerent god
26 Biblical ark-itect
27 Ripped up
29 Casual
agreement
31 Gloucester ghost
32 Forbid
33 Silver-tongued 34 Furthermore
35 Okinawa port
37 Small boy
40 Touring car
41 Damage
42 Aahs' partners
43 General pardon

See solutions,
page 21

•.
45 Fluffy dessert
47 Small amounts

48 Yul Brynner film,
"Solomon and
49

~i ll ____ and the
Comets

50 Singer Jackson
51 Vowed
53 Neato!
54 Opera song
55 Urges
56 Annoying fit
58 SHO rival

Local and Long Distance Telephone Service Provider

..

do i .n o u r I ea m

IARN UP TD
814.DD Hourly!·
lall Time I Part Time · Paid Trainin1
Part Time Hours:
Nights I-ta PM • Mid Bhitt 12-B:3BPM • Night 3-H:BBPI

.

NO EXPERIENCE NECISSARY
full Time Benefits: ·
Holidays, Personal Bays
Campany Matching 4B1K
Business casual attire · Paid Vacation

Right around the
corner from UCF
.

•
.

,Job line-· 407·313·1381
12001 Science or. • Orlando, Fl 3282&
. EOE/DFWP

•
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Cliches come home to sweet Alabama
"·

Southerners and
Democrats should
be offended
KELLY O'CONNOR
STAFF WRITER

•

•

.

There is no doubt that any
girl in her right mind- would
want to live the life of Melanie
Carmichael (Reese Witherspoon) in the romantic comedy,
"Sweet Home Alabama." With
fabulous looks and a successful
career in New York, Melanie .has
the kind of life that most people
only fantasize about. Things for - '°'
her couldn't get any better but they can get worse. And
when New York's most-wanted
bachelor, Andrew (Patrick
Dempsey), asks her to marry
him, they do get worse, because
Melanie has some unfinished
business and undeniable love
for her first love and "soul mate"
Jake (Josh Lucas), the man she
left back home in Alabama.
CoURTFSY BUENA VISTA Fll..MS
The two men of Melanie's
Reese
Witherspoon
is
caught
between
two
fairy
tales
in
her
latest
romantic
comedy
"Sweet
Home
Alabama."
life come from two different
planets. One is a down-to-earth
country boy; the other is a busi- love with two different girls - or and Democrats throughout the and Southerners are portrayed
nessman who loves politics and rather, just two different sides of movie, it would have been more will offend certain viewers.
the city life. Melanie is stuck in _Melanie. Little by little, the real enjoyable. What made it worse Granted, a preview audience
the middle. Both are able to give Melanie is revealed to them was the fact that the moviemak- laughed at the most tasteless
her what she wants and needs, both.
ers did not even base their sar- parts of th~ movie, which furbut in different ways. Somehow
If it weren't for the deroga- donic imitations on legitimate thered the shock effect. Then
these men, in a sense, are in tory remarks about the South information. The way the South again, too much can't be expect-

Skipping meals
can cause fatigue
FROM PAGE

'

•

20

weekend, the remaining days
are jam-packed. "Everyone is
stressed for time, it seems,"
said Evan Bond, a sophomore.
With such a full schedule,
some students may find themselves on campus for up to six
hours at a time. Leigh
Nordman, a junior, snacks on
pretzels with Diet Coke when
she is on campus for those
hours.
"Sometimes lunch can be
crackers and ranch dip,'' said
Megan McKennay, a freshman
whose lunch has been reduced
to almost nothing.
- - Maybe the reason for the
snacking craze is sheer laziness.
"It's easy, quick and simple," said Josh Grossman, a
sophomore. "Plus, I think a lot
of people are lazy and don't feel
like preparing a whole meal."
He tends to snack on chips,
apples and cereal-foods that
arearoundthehouseandready
to eat.
Adam Nichof, ' a sophomore, only buys snack food to
stock his home pantry. "I have
no real foQd,'' he said.
When you're on the run,
health and nutrition are not the
first thing you might think
about. The snack machines on
campus do not offer.the healthiest variety to choose from.
Available assortments are dominated by chips, cookies, Pop
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -..-.,,

• .-L-•-al.

--

..

Tarts and candy. The healthiest
offering is a bag of pretzels and
maybe animal crackers, if one
is lucky enough to find some.
Ignoring a balanced diet
can cause headaches or lack of
concentration because food is
all one can think about.
"I get headaches by the end
of the day because I'm so hungry," said Nordman.
Skipping meals can also
cause fatigue without the prop- er amounts of sugar, carbohydrates and proteins in your system.
"I am tired a lot more than
I usually would be," said
McKennay.
Others, like Jessica Kahn,
a sophomore, concentrate on
eating healthy even if they can
only grab a quick snack.
"I love carbo-light bars,"
- said Kahn. "I also eat apples. I
try to stick to healthy foods."
The snack attack does not
have to win, however. Planning
is the key.
"I plan everything well so I
always have time to sit down
and eat," said j3ond.
· Waking up even 10 minutes
earlier provides ample time to
have a quick bowl of cereal. You
can pack a sandwich before you
go to sleep for the next day. Or,
if you have break in your schedule, go to the Student Union
and grab a meal to go. Also,
snacks from home tend to be
healthier and are more cost
efficient.

ed these days. People will laugh
at anything that is being
ridiculed.
One of the key scenes
involves the marriage proposal
from Andrew.
One night,
unknowingly, before Melanie
meets her soon-to-be mother-inlaw (Candice Bergen), who is
also the mayor of New York,
Melanie is taken to Tiffany & Co.
to pick out a ring - any one she
chooses (price is not an issue)!
Now, imagine that this same
woman · retreats to Alabama,
only to have her fiance show up
at the wrong house looking for
her, b ,cause she has lied terribly about her past life. It is pretty obvious why; Melanie's parents are people anyone would
want to hide. Her dad is still
fighting the Civil War and surrenders to the Yankees in battlefield reenactments. Now that is
a real culture shock.
Note for guys: It is safe and
OK to take your girlfriend to this
movie. Your other guy friends
won't laugh at you because they
most likely will be dragged to
see it as well. Although it is one
of the millions of movies that
can be labeled as a "chick flick,''
it really doesn't fit the status
quo. It took the audience by surprise, even those of the male
sex, and made them laugh out
loud. There are a few tear-jerker parts for the ladies, but overall it is a feel-good romance with
a sense of humor.

J ~------------------------

Back to
School
Student

§01vvth §en§atiVn§
La§er- tiai.- 12e01v~a1
Bikini Line
Fall Bikini
Uaderana.s
Lowe.. Legs

$100
- $150
$100
$200

Per Treatmeat Prices. Offer
valid aatU September IS, 2002.
Not valid witla other offers.

------------------------·

1 Hour Massage $36*
Microdermabrasion $85*.
Custom Facials $45*
Gly~olic Peels $40*

*Offer Good Until 8-31-02

7802 Kingspointe Parkway Suite 207_A
Orlando, R32819
Tel: (407) 226-3396
www.smoothsensationsinc.com

MA11071

Hair & Skin Center, Inc.

s
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Oassificatidns
100 llELP W...w.mJ
200FoRSAU
250 Al!l'OMOTIJ'E
300FoRRENr
325HoMES
350 ROOMMATES
400 SERJ'ICJfS

450 llErAa
500 ON CAMPl!S
550 EYENI'S
600 GREEK LIFE
700M1sc
750 TRAJ'EL
800 llELJ6JON

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Office Address
3361 Rouse Rd., Suite 160
Orlando, FL 32817

,. Deadlin~

How to Plac~ an Ad

. Office. Telepbon.e Hours

R

3 pm. Fri. for Mon. Issue
3 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. Issue

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By Email: classifieds@UCFfuture.com
In Person: University Court, Suite 160

_ . P~yment M~t~od_s

(Univ. & Rouse behind Hess & Chlk-Fil-A)

Cash, Check,
Mastercard, VISA, AMEX

. 407-447-4555 • classifieds@IJCFfuture.com

Visit
www.danncaps.com/modelnn.htm
for information on this
exciting opportunity.
Valet Parking - Positions starting at
$9 - $12/hr are available for friendly,
outgoing, motivated people. FT/PT
AM/PM positions available at upscale
hotels in the Downtown Orlando and
Disney areas. Call 407-841-7275
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm or leave voicemail.

OUT-OF-THE-BOX BROWNIES
Needs BROWNIE EATERS
immediately!!
For a chal'!ce to win up to $10,000
in cash, prizes & scholarships. Detail
& Products at most college
bookstores or visit our website @
www.outoftheboxbrownies.com
Bartenders Needed
No Experience Necessary
Earn Up To $300 per Day
866-291-1884 xFL01

PT/FT Opportunity· Primerica
Financial Services, a subsidiary of
Citigroup is looking to hire 4-5
students. High compensation
potential! Set your own hrs.
Call Kevin @ 1-866-208-3263.

$1 OO's to $1 ,OOO's paid weekly stuffing
envelopes. For free info. rush selfaddressed stamped envelope to P.O.
Box 622772; Oviedo, FL 32762
Internet Users Wanted!!
$20/hour possible while
using the internet. For details/
online Registration see
http://dmx.icollegedirect.com/si

FEMALE SMOKERS - Attractive, thin
females who smoke needed for
confidential phone interview (not
anti-smoking). Selected callers earn
$50. Leave name and number and
your call will be returned ASAP.
888-355-0322 Toll Free.

BACK TO SCHOOL WORK $10

2 ROOMS FOR RENT
3/2 Washer/ Dryer, Pool, Cable,
Basketball, all util. incl,
$475/mth. Female pref, NS/ND.
CALL Bill at 407-380-7004

Put 300 Scientists
to work for you.

NS Female w/cat to share 212 house
in quiet area off Red Bug Lake. NS
female wanted for pvt bed, bath, 1/2
garage. House furnished, bedroom
not. $450/mo inclu util (not phone
or cable). 407-312-3264

For more info. call 1-800-350-8282
or e-mail information300@aol.com.

Bartenders Wahted. $300 a day
potential. Looking for exciting and
outgoing people. Training provided.
No experience needed. Call
1·800-965-6520 ext 107

Work Anywhere!
Earn $500-$1700/mo. PT
or $2000-$5500/mo. FT
www.financialfortune.com
or call 407-497-9922

Great Earning Potential $$$
18+ attractive females, couples
wanted to audition for
Showtime Documentary.
Call 407-256-3903 for details.

$250 A DAY POTENTIAL
bartending. Training provided.
1-800-293-3985 ext 100

Advertising Reps
Needed 4 Website.

PT shifts auailable 7 days a week at
Orlando International Hirport
greeting uisitors and passing
out our "See Orlando" publication.
Standing and some
heauy lifting required.

.

www.ExtremeSupplements.net
PIT (make your own schedule. Pays
$100-$150/week. Call Extreme
Supplements@ 1-800-476-1720
Paintball Tournament in mid. Oct.
FREE Food, Paint, Equp. & Buffet.
Call Zac at 407-325-0535 or
zharvey@redstormpaintball.com
for more info.
Assistant Needed: Female in
Wheel Chair needs assist for daily living
activities. Various Hours & good Pay.
Must be very dependable, some light
lifting required. Call Karyn @
407-835-8190

Call Sheila at 941-342-2368

After the successful opening of our first Orlando location in the Florida Mall, California
Pizza Kitchen is excited to open its second area location in the Millenia Mall!
CPK, with 110+ locations nationwide, is a leader in full-service dining with a menu
that features hearth baked pizzas, creative pastas, delicious desserts and much more!
CPK team members enjoy:
• Flexible Schedules • Great Pay • Excellent Training • Immediate Health Benefits

NOW HIRING
Bussers • Cooks • Dish Washers
Host Staff • Servers
Apply in person, Mon-Sat, 9am-6pm
Adam's Mark Orlando Hotel, at the Florida Mall
1500 Sand Lake Road, Suite 340 off Orange Blossom Trail· Ph: (407) 816-5193

Apply online @ www.cpk.com

FoRRENT

Full Time Leasing Agent needed for
potential long term employment.
Experience Preferred. Call
407-673-4401 or Fax resume to
407-998-3787.

· The UCF Men's Basketball Team
is seeking students interested in
becoming a team manager/student
assistant for the upcoming 2002-03
season. Individuals interested in
going into coaching and who are
extremely excited about college
basketball are preferred. Please
call 407-823-5805.

Base/Appt PIT Flexible around classes
No Exp. Necessary, Great For
Students, scholarships, Cust svc/sales
conditions apply. Apply ASAP
407-862-8786 4collegework.com

$9 per wk
$8perwk
$7 per wk
$1 per wk
$1 per wk

Charges listed above include an ad of
up to five lines, 35 characters per line.
$1/wk for each additional line.

m

IIiiiJ HELP WANTED
Interested in Modeling?

2 Issues ( 1 week):
8 Issues (4 weeks):
24 Issues {12 weeks):
Bolding:
Large Headline:

Promotional Reps. Wanted
Looking to hire 10-15 outgoing,
motivational ind. PT, set own hrs.
Contact DB Events at 407-926-1846/
staceyucf@bellsouth.net

mlJ AUTOMOTIVE
96 Chrysler Sebring Convertible.
White, Auto., A/C, Pwr windows &
seats. Exe. cond., Warranty. $6800.
Call 407-341-7714.

m

FoRRENT

Unfurnished Room avail asap in
furnished 3/2 home 1 mi from UCF.
$425/mo includes Cable, Util, Road
Runner, W/D. Roommates are quiet,
clean. Non-smoker only please.
Call Brian at 407-971-9602.

212 Duplex. 1, 100 sq. ft. in quiet
community. All units are ground floor
with new appliances, tile and carpet.
$725/mnth. Call 407-381-5105 or
407-833-8199.

University Club Sublease ASAP!
1 bed/1 bath in 4/4 apt. Female. Unfurn
Bedroom. All utils incl. Free UCF
Shuttle. Only $350 per month!
Call Monica 407-207-0038.
Avail. immed. Responsible, neat, easy
going female to share 3 bed/ 2 bath
home. 5 min. from UCF. $400 plus 1/3
util. Call Michelle at (407) 671-6815.
Waterford Lakes Home.
2 rooms for rent in 3/2.
5 min. from campus. W/D Pool, tennis
& basketball court. All util. incl. plus
cable. ONLY $475/month. Call
(407) 382-9036.

HOUSE FOR LEASE
Brand new! 3/2, family room, nice!
$1250/mth., non smokers & no pets.
Call 407-886-8916 or 407-296-0687
HOUSE FOR RENT
3/2, fenced yard , pool,
on conservation. $1175/mth
Call 407-466-4046

Furnished Large Bedroom, w/d, kitchen
available only $425/mo includes
utilities. Great Location in Winter Park.
Call 407-657-1918 or 321-279-3862
2 roommates needed in 4 bdrm house
15 min to ucf, flexible invid. leases
$400/month inclds-rent, water,elec,
cable,phone,lawn service. Females
only plz!Contact Jennifer 407-677-4782
or 923-1484
Room for Rent. House near VCC. 7
mins to UCF. 3bd/2.5ba. Util, dig.
cable, and DSL incld. Quiet neigh.
$465/mth. No dep. w/credit appr.
Female/gay male. 407-761-1270.

UCF/WINTER PARK • 1,2,3 Bf. up
to 1 mo. FREE/REDUCED RENT!
Call Ken at Apartment Hunters for
a FREE search! In office, by fax or
e-mail 407-282-0980. ASK FOR KEN.

German Tutoring (Native Speaker)
Only $15/hr
Call 407-671-5086 or 407-761-9627
Ask for Carina!

Room in New 4/2 Furnished House only
$425 incl util/cable. Pool, Big Screen,
pool table, volley ball. 5 min to ucf.
Rooms come w/ beds. Asians pref.
no pets. Call paul 407-468-3161

RESUME SERVICE :Specializing in
Student Resumes for entry-level
positions in dream companies. Call
Leo at 407-970-2289 or email:
studentresumes@earthlink.net

Serious Roommate wanted to share
New, furnished 5/3 home in SE
Orlando. $400 + util. N·on-smoker,
no pets. Call 407-376-4984

Student Success-A seminar - October
5th and 19th Learn to speed read ,
memorize anything, cut study time
in half, really retain what you learn,&
Improve your grades by one full point
or more in less that 60 days if you
!,..EARN and USE these techniques.
12noon-8 Pm Each Day Prepay to
Save 50% or pay $100.00 at the door.
Show College ID and Pay Only $20.00
per day. Private sessions available,
available on audio tape as well.
407-851-0945 or www.Hypnopean ,com

RENT A FURNISHED
BEDROOM $275!!!
Only a Mile from UCF. Home is Fully
Furnished. Females only please.
Call Tiffany at 407-273-9045.
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Spring Break'03
w/StudentCity.com!

CUTS • PERMS • -COLOR

UCf HUDENH

s1oru1cm

'

No coupon

ACT NOW! We guarantee the best
spring break prices! South Padre,
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Acapulco, Florida & Mardigras.
TRAVEL FREE, Reps needed,
EARN$$$. Group discounts for 6+.
1-888 THINK SUN
(1-888-844-6578 dept 2626)
www.springbreakdiscounts.com

Required!
Includes Shampoo
and Ute Blow Orv

•

No appoinnnent is
necessarv!

•

Ask about other UCF specials

SPRING BREAK 03 STA TRAVEL

10691 E. Colonial
(2 Blocks west of Alafaya next to new bowling lanes)

Your on campus student
Travel agency offers the
LOWEST SPRING BREAK PACKAGES
To wherever you want to go!
Easy payment plans and flexible
options. Avoid internet scams and
below par hotels. Book with the
agency that's been there.
STA Travel- UCF Student Union
407.541 .2000

( 407) 380-5626

•

NATIONAL CREDIT REPAIR®
CREDIT PROBLEMS'?
Legally remove from your credit report:

·• Credit Card
Delinquencies

• late Payments

• Charge Offs
• Repossessions
Bill Lavender
Regional Representative

mJ

•

SERVICES

•

• Student loans

Applicants Wanted to study
Part IV of The Urantia Book.
Earn $25,000! For details,
visit www.eventodaward.com

Cell: (352) 978-1960
Ofc.: 1-866-376-7177 {Toll Free)

moNCAMPus

Need Health Insurance???
Get a free Quote @ (407)679-5000.
We are Financial Centers of America
located @ 6972 Aloma Ave,
Winter Park.

Adjusting to College/Homesickness
Monday, Sept. 30
7:00pm-8:30pm
Student Union, Key West 2188
pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-counstst

Don't Know What to Do with Your
Extra Money? We can help you put
this money in a safe place that will
earn interest!! Come see us @
Financial Centers of America locd.
@ 6972 Aloma Ave, Winter Park.
Call John or Bonnie at 679-5000.

Fraternities • Sororities
Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester
with a proven Campusfundraiser
3 hour fundraising event. Our
programs make fundraising easy
with no risks. Fundraising
dates are filling quickly, so get
with the program! It works.
Contact Campus Fundraiser at
(888) 923-3238, or visit

Computer Repair & Tune-Up
Got a paper, project, or exam soon?
· Don't let your computer slow you down.
Internet or computer, we can fix it
CALL John Crutchfield at
407-870-9141.

..

D ' RELIGION

Ask about our 110% Money Back Guarantee

'

mi]

RETAIL

AUDIO/STEREOPHILES , HOME
THEATRE! Hear What You Have Been
Missing! Refine Your Sound! Acoustic
Interface Pads Dampen and Absorb
Vibration, Isolate Distortion , Secure
Objects and Furniture for Stability.
Fastens and Adapts Any Speaker to
Any Stand or Surface. Great for Center
Channels, PC Multimedia, Wood or Tile
Floors. www.kleintechsys.com

GOT SOMETHING
TO SELL?

Q

•

Send a cake to their office!
DELIVERED BEAUTIFULIY GIIT PACKAGED
WITH NAPKINS, PLATES, F<JRKS, CANDLES,
MATCHES, KNIFE AND BALLOONS!
Gotta order the cake?
Take the hassle out!
Buttercream,
chocolate, carrot
cakes, huge pies, ·
cheesecakes, muffins,
cookies and l)lore!

~{'g~~~~~.95

• More than 1000 leading companies
• Access thousands of job list"ngs
throughout the internet
• Navigate all federal, state and local
government websites
• Network with professional
organizations
• Learn how ~o obtain professional
licenses & certifications
• 100 job search engines to search
and post resumes

Entrv-level, Mid-Professional,
Up To High/Pro Executive Positions
Attorneys • Management • Administration
Accountants • Finance • Sales • Teachers
Computer Programmers • IT Pros

Product Information:
Option "A" Book version only $25
Option "B" Book version & CD-ROM $30

GREEKS

KO Loves DU!
Collect those cans. Let's win this for
the fourth year in a row!
Good luck to all the girls in the dance.
AOT, your sisters

AMPLIFIERS, PRO AUDIO,
KEYBOARDS, SOUND MODULES, &
RECORDING GEAR WANTEDCASH. Call 407-363-5363.

2002 & 2003 EDITION

There are:
1. More than a thousand ~ompanies who
are looking for people like yourself.
2. Almost every City, County, Local
& State Agency.
3. Almost every Federal Agency.
4. Well over a hundred Job Search Engines.
5. Websites to help you throughout your life.

JOIN UCF CKI

Misc.

) JOB SEARCH

.,,....

J will guarantee your satisfaction!

Service, Leadership, Fellowship,
and FREE FOOD (if you're lucky)
Monday 6pm Student Union Rm 220
For Info email: FLSB506@aol.com

fZ!E

\\"'·JI GUARANTEED

This is Your One-Stop Career Shop!

\

CAKES DELIVERED!!
Friend or spouse's birthday?

Central
1 Florida's

,

Networkers • Maintenance • Mechanics

www.campus~undraiser.com

mi]

Recent college grad?
Not hannv with vour current position?
Get readv tor vour next iob search with

Air, Hotel, Free FOOD & DRINKS and
150% Lowest Price Guarantee! REPS
WANTED! Organize 15 friends, earn
2 FREE TRIPS, VIP treatment, and
cash to promote StudentCity.com!
Call 1-800-293-1445 or email
sales@studentcity.com today!

-Experienced Stylists-

•

TRAVEL

FUTURE

·ordering Information:

ClASSIFIEDS

Your Name:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
YourAddress: ~~~~~~~~~---'"---~~~

Please fill in your info below & mail with check or money order.

(407) 447-4555

Solutions

Larry S. Wagner (UCF •oo, B.S.B.A.)
P.O. Box 721484, Orlando, FL 32872-1484
Allow 4-6 weeks for shipping.
Call for information: 407-797-167 4
or e':"mail any questions to: Lwagner900@aol.com

Find your someone ·special now.
Call 1-900-255-2700 x 8829.
$2.99 per minute, must be 18 yrs.
Serve-U 619-645-8434

(407) 290-1515

...as 111Uch new~ sports &entertainment

•

..

roblemsl
• Fun & Easy Transportation
e rmancing Available
·'
• 2yr unt1111ited mdeage warranty '
• 3 models/ 9 rolors
• Major aeart cards accepted
Parts - Sales - Servke

•
•

Jet Ski Orlando

(407) 859-3006

MR 'UCJ
2003

LIVE RADIO BROADCAST!

CAMPUS RADIO

.Octoberi:z

TV Channel 21 & Online@WNSC.UCF.EDU

E.l ection Info:
Petition Pick up: Sept. 2 -· 9 (9am - 5pm)
SGA Office, SU 214
Declaration of Candidacy:
Sept. 9 - 11 (9am - 5pm)
Active Campaigning begins: Sept. 16
Candidate Forum: Sept. 26
(2pm - 3:30pm) in front of Pegasus Ball Room
Primary Elections: Sept. 30 - ·o ct. 2 (Sam - 5pm)
Run Off Elections: Oct. 7 - 9 (Sam - 5pm)

~O/' lnOl'e •

P .

1010

call 09A af ,
(407) 823-6471

Octof,er 2.1-26+h

.V

Schedule of Events:

Monday, October 21 Tuesday, October 22 Wednesday, October 23 Thursday, October 24
Mystery Movie Knight
Reflection Pond, 8pm

Concert
UCF Arena 7pm

Skit Knight
~CF Arena 7pm

Carnival
UCF Arena TBA

Friday, October 25
Spirit Splash/ Concert
UCF Reflection Pond, 3:30pm
Haunted Arboretum, 9pm

Sa+urdav, October 2.6
Parade
Downtown Orlando
11 arn

Football Garne
Citrus Bowl
· ·4 prn

Post-Garne
KnightFest Street Party
Church 9t~eet, 9 prn

